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minutes. They each did so in an effort to conceal their fiduciary breaches and to attempt to avoid 

liability for such breaches. 

9. EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachem have acted to entrench themselves, for their 

own financial advantage. For example, they effectively eliminated Plaintiff, Storey and Gould as 

functioning members ofRDI's Board of Directors. Among other things, they have done so by a 

purported executive committee of RD I's Board of Directors. The executive committee ("EC 

Committee") has been populated by EC, MC, Kane and Adams. The EC Committee purportedly 

possesses the full authority of RD I's full Board of Directors. Gould has acquiesced to if not 

cooperated with, the ongoing self-dealing of these five defendants, who effectively have removed 

Storey as a director and have added to the Board persons expected to be loyal to EC and MC by 

virtue of pre-existing personal friendships. 

10. Plaintiff is informed and believes that, on September 17, 2015, the night before· 

counsel for EC and MC told the Court in the accompanying Nevada probate action that the estate 

of their deceased father (the "Estate") could not distribute stock to the Trust (defined herein), its 

sole beneficiary, because of liquidity and tax issues, EC and MC acted to exercise an option held 

by the Estate, of which they are executors, to acquire 100,000 shares ofRDI class B voting stock. 

Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC took such actions because it is their 

understanding that, absent the exercise of the option for the Estate to acquire 100,000 shares of 

RDI class B voting stock which EC and MC will purport to vote as executors of the Estate, EC 

and MC lacked sufficient votes to control the 2015 ASM and, in effect, unilaterally elect as RDI 

directors whomever they choose. Plaintiff is informed and believes that on or about September 

21, 2015, Kane and Adams, purporting to act as directors and as members of the Compensation 

Committee, authorized the request of EC and MC that the Estate be allowed to use liquid class A 

RDI stock to exercise the option to acquire the 100,000 shares. Kane and Adams did so in 

derogation of the interests of RDI, which received no benefit from receiving class A stock (rather 

than cash), which merely reduced the float of such stock. Plaintiff is informed and believes that 

Kane and Adams also did so without requiring EC and MC as executors of the Estate to produce 

documentation establishing the Estate's entitlement to exercise such option, which documentation 
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may not exist. The third director who was a member of the Compensation Committee, Timothy 

Storey, was unable to attend such supposed meeting of the Compensation Committee because it 

was called with too little notice. 

11. EC on or about August 3, 2015 acted to add a person who is a close personal friend 

of hers to the RDI Board of Directors, claiming that he possessed real estate expertise that would 

add value to the Board. Prior to that date, there had been no discussion by the Board of adding 

another director to the Board, although EC had raised the person with the EC Committee, which 

rubber-stamped her suggestion. After Plaintiff disclosed that, in addition to being a close personal 

friend of EC, the person EC proposed to add to the RDI Board of Directors previously had done 

business with and caused harm to RDI, EC effectively withdrew that nomination, reporting that 

the candidate decided to withdraw it given pending litigation. 

12. EC on or about October 5, 2015 proposed adding a different individual to the RDI 

Board of Directors, and all individual defendants other than Storey (and Plaintiff) agreed to the 

request of EC to do so. Although EC proposed the candidate to the Board two days before the 

Board meeting, directors Kane, McEachem and Adams had met the candidate weeks before. That 

person, Judy Codding, is a very close and long-standing friend of the mother of the Cotters. Ms. 

Codding, though apparently qualified in the field of education, has no expertise in either of RDI's 

principal business segments, cinema operations and real estate development, and likewise brings 

no corporate governance or financial expertise that would add value to the RDI Board of 

Directors. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Ms. Codding was selected because she is 

expected to be loyal to EC and MC. It has been reported in the Los Angeles Times that Ms. 

Codding's activities relating to her employer's alleged violations of the public bidding laws to 

secure a contract with L.A. Unified School District (LAUSD) to provide iPads to schools is 

currently under scrutiny in a federal criminal investigation, and another source reports that her 

employer would be dismissing her from such position on account of her alleged activity. 

13. On October 5, 2015, EC and MC announced to the full RDI Board of Directors that 

they determined to have a so-called nominating committee comprised of Kane, Adams and 

McEachem propose the slate of persons to be nominees to be recommended by the Board at RD I's 
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2015 ASM, which has been set for November 10, 2015. EC and MC determined that Storey 

would not be nominated to stand for reelection as a director at the 2015 ASM. Plaintiff is 

informed and believes that this decision was made in part because Storey has insisted that the 

Board of Directors act to protect and further the interests of all shareholders, not just EC and MC. 

Plaintiff also is informed and believes that Kane, Adams and McEachem, purporting to act as the 

referenced nominating committee, agreed to and implemented the decision of EC and MC to not 

nominate Storey to stand for reelection as a director at the 2015 ASM. Plaintiff is further 

informed and believes that Adams and McEachem pressured Storey to "retire" because EC and 

MC asked them to do so. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Storey' s "resignation" was sought 

so that the nominating committee could propose a college friend of MC, who also is the husband 

of MC's best personal friend, to fill Storey's newly vacated Board position. 

14. The supposed nominating committee, acting at the direction and requests of EC and 

MC, then selected Michael Wrotniak ("Wrotniak") to replace Storey. Wrotniak does not have 

expertise in either of RDI's business segments, cinema operations and real estate development. 

Nor does he possess expertise in corporate governance. Nor does he possess expertise in any other 

matter that would be of value to RDI as a public company. Plaintiff is informed and believes that 

Wrotniak was chosen because MC and EC expect him to be loyal to them. 

15. McEachem, Adams and Kane, purporting to act as a newly formed nominating 

committee for the RDI Board of Directors with respect to the slate of persons to be nominated by 

the Company as directors for election at the 2015 ASM, effectively chose Wrotniak rather than 

another candidate. McEachem and Adams interviewed a candidate who has served as a chief 

financial officer of a multi-billion dollar public real estate services and investment company, who 

has experience dealing with Wall Street and who has experience in real estate development and 

had no ties to any of the Cotters. That candidate, who was suggested by Plaintiff, expressed 

interest in serving as a director of RDI. 

16. As an integral part of their scheme to seize control ofRDI and to perpetuate their 

control ofRDI to further their personal financial and other interests, EC and MC systematically 

have failed to make timely and accurate disclosures and SEC filings they are required to make, 
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1 and systematically have made materially misleading if not inaccurate disclosures, including as 

2 alleged herein. EC and MC also have caused the Company to make materially misleading if not 

3 inaccurate disclosures, including but not limited to in the Proxy Statement issued by the Company 

4 on or about October 20, 2015 for the 2015 Annual Shareholders Meeting scheduled for November 

5 10, 2015, including as alleged herein. Plaintiff is informed and believes that one or more of the 

6 other individual defendants, other than Storey, have actively assisted in or knowingly acquiesced 

7 to this conduct. 

8 PARTIES 

9 

10 
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17. Plaintiff James J. Cotter, Jr. (JJC) is and at all times relevant hereto was a 

shareholder of RDI. JJC also has been a director of RDI since on or about March 21, 2002. 

Involved in RDI management since mid-2005, JJC was appointed Vice Chairman of the RDI 

board of directors in 2007 and President of RDI on or about June 1, 2013. He was appointed CEO 

by the RDI Board on or about August 7, 2014, immediately after JJC, Sr. resigned from that 

position. He is the son of the late James J. Cotter, Sr. (JJC, Sr.) and the brother of defendants MC 

and EC. JJC at times relevant hereto has owned RDI stock, and owns 858,897 shares of RDI 

Class A non-voting stock (including 50,000 shares subject to stock options) and is co-trustee and 

beneficiary of the James J. Cotter Living Trust, dated August 1, 2000, as amended (the "Trust"), 

which owns 2,115,539 shares of RDI Class A (non-voting) stock and 1,023,888 shares of RDI 

Class B (voting) stock, as well as options to acquire 100,000 additional shares of RDI Class B 

(voting) stock, which options apparently have been exercised. The Trust became irrevocable upon 

the passing of JJC, Sr. on September 13, 2014. 

18. Defendant Margaret Cotter (MC) is and at all times relevant hereto was an 

"outside" director of RDI. MC is engaged in trust and estate litigation against JJC, by which she 

seeks, among other things, to invalidate a trust document as part of an overall effort by MC and 

EC to, among other things, procure control of RDI class B stock sufficient to elect RDI's directors. 

MC became a director of RDI on or about September 27, 2002. MC is the owner and President of 

OBI, LLC, a company that provides theater management services to live theaters indirectly owned 

by RDI through Liberty Theatres, of which MC is President. MC also sought to oversee 
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1 development of real estate in New York owned directly or indirectly by RDI. She did so 

2 notwithstanding the fact that she had no experience or expertise in doing so. She did so 

3 notwithstanding the fact that she is unqualified to do so. MC opposed the hiring of a senior 

4 executive to work on the development of real estate owned by RDI. In particular, she successfully 

5 ended the Company's ongoing search for such an executive. She did so as part of an ongoing 

6 effort to secure employment with the Company. 

7 19. Defendant Ellen Cotter (EC) is and at all times relevant hereto was a director of 

9 

10 

11 

8 RDI. EC is engaged in trust and estate litigation against JJC, by which she seeks, among other 

things, to invalidate a trust document as part of an overall effort by MC and EC to, among other 

things, procure control of RDI class B voting stock sufficient to elect RDI's directors. She 

became a director of RDI on or about March 13, 2013. EC is the senior executive at RDI 

12 

13 
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15 
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19 
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21 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

responsible for the day-to-day operations of its domestic cinema operations. Those cinema 

operations consistently have failed to match, much less exceed, the financial results of comparable 

and peer group cinema operations. 

20. Defendant Edward Kane (Kane) is and at all times relevant hereto was an outside 

director of RDL Kane has been a director of RDI since approximately October 15, 2009. By 

Kane's own admission, he was made a director of RDI because he was a friend of JJC, Sr., the 

now deceased father of JJC, EC and MC. By Kane's own admission, he neither had nor has skills 

or expertise to add value as a director of RDI. Kane has sided with EC and MC in their family 

disputes with Plaintiff, launching vicious ad hominem attacks against those such as Gould who 

have expressed unfavorable opinions relating to either or both MC and EC, and lecturing JJC 

about how he (Kane) is implementing Corleone ("Godfather") style family justice in dealing with 

JJC. Nevertheless, Kane has acknowledged that JJC is the person most qualified to be CEO of 

RDI. Kane sold all of the RDI options he then owned on or about May 27, 2014.· 

21. Defendant Guy Adams (Adams) is and at all times relevant hereto was an outside 

director of RD I. Adams became a director of RD I on or about January 14, 2014. A majority if not 

almost all of Adams' income is paid to him by Cotter family businesses over which EC and MC 

exercise control. For that reason, among others, Adams is financially dependent on EC and MC 
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and does not qualify as an independent director of RDI. For those reasons and others, including 

that Adams has a financial interest in assets controlled directly or indirectly by EC and/or MC, 

Adams was and is not a disinterested director for the purposes of any decision to terminate JJC as 

President and CEO of RDI or any other decision of interest to EC and/or MC. Adams sold all of 

the RDI options he owned on or about March 26, 2015. 

22. Defendant Douglas McEachem (McEachem) is and at all times relevant hereto was 

an outside director of RDI. McEachem became a director of RDI on or about May 17, 2012. 

McEachem acted to protect and preserve his personal interests, and chose the side of EC and MC 

in their family disputes with JJC, including by agreeing as an RDI director to threaten and to 

terminate JJC as President and CEO of RDI, and thereafter by misusing his position as a director 

to protect and further the personal interests of EC and MC, as well as his own, purposefully acting 

in ways he knew were detrimental to RDI and its public shareholders. 

23. Defendant Timothy Storey (Storey) was at all times relevant hereto up until 

October 11, 2015 an outside director of RDI. Storey became a director of RDI on or about 

December 28, 2011. He has served as the sole outside director of RDI's wholly-owned New 

Zealand subsidiary since 2006. Storey has served as Chairman of the Board of DNZ Property 

Fund Limited, a billion dollar commercial property investment fund based in New Zealand and 

listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange, since 2009. Prior to the being elected Chairman of 

DNZ Property Fund Limited, Storey was a partner in Bell Gully (one of the largest law firms in 

20 New Zealand). Storey was appointed the representative or ombudsman of the five outside 

21 directors in or about March 2015, for the purpose of assisting JJC as CEO in dealing with his 

22 sisters, EC and MC, and for the purpose of assessing how the siblings functioned and reporting to 

23 the Board and recommending what, if anything, the Board should do regarding any of them. This 

24 occurred because, among other things, EC and MC resisted, if not refused, to interact with JJC as 

25 CEO and, as to MC, she refused altogether to have any substantive discussions with JJC with 

26 respect to the business she supervised, live theaters, and the real estate development opportunities 

27 in New York City that she sought to supervise without oversight or assistance. 

28 24. Defendant William Gould (Gould) is and at all times relevant hereto was an outside 
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director of RDI. Gould was appointed a director on or about October 15, 2004. Gould is a name 

partner at the Los Angeles law firm of TroyGould, PC. 

25. Nominal defendant Reading International, Inc. (RDI) is a Nevada corporation and 

is, according to its public filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the 

"SEC"), an internationally diversified company principally focused on the development, 

ownership and operation of entertainment and real estate assets in the United States, Australia and 

New Zealand. The company operates in two business segments, namely, cinema exhibition, 

through approximately 58 multiplex cinemas, and real estate, including real estate development 

and the rental of retail, commercial and live theater assets. The company manages world-wide 

cinemas in the United States, Australia and New Zealand. RDI has two classes of stock, Class A 

stock held by the investing public, which stock exercises no voting rights, and Class B stock, 

which is the sole voting stock with respect to the election of directors. An overwhelming majority 

(approximately eighty percent (80%)) of the Class A stock is legally and/or beneficially owned by 

shareholders unrelated to JJC, EC and MC. Approximately seventy percent (70%) of the Class B 

stock is subject to disputes and pending trust and estate litigation in California between EC and 

MC, on one hand, and JJC, on the other hand, and a probate action in Nevada. Of the class B 

stock, approximately forty-four percent (44%) is held in the name of the Trust. RDI is named only 

as a nominal defendant in this derivative action. 

26. The true names and capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate or 

otherwise, of Defendants named and identified herein as Does 1 through 100, inclusive, are 

currently unknown to Plaintiff. Plaintiff, therefore, sues said Defendants by such fictitious names 

and will amend his Complaint to show their true names and capacities upon ascertaining the same. 

Upon information and belief, each of the Defendants sued herein as Doe has some responsibility 

for the damages arising as a result of the matters herein alleged. 

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS 

General Background 

27. Since approximately 2000, and until he resigned as Chairman and CEO of RDI on 

or about August 7, 2014 due to health reasons, James J. Cotter, Sr. (JJC, Sr.) was the CEO and 
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Chairman of the Board of Directors ofRDI. Additionally, JJC, Sr. through the Trust (according to 

RDI filings with the SEC, among other things) controlled approximately seventy percent (70%) of 

the Class B voting stock of RDI. As such, JJC, Sr. unilaterally selected and elected the board of 

directors. 

28. For all intents and purposes, JJC, Sr., ran the Company as he saw fit, without 

meaningful oversight or input from the board of directors. According to Kane, JJC, Sr. "did not 

seek directors that could add significant value but sought out friends to fill out the 'independent' 

member requirements." Kane himself acted as if his job as a director was to protect and further 

the interests of his life-long friend, JJC, Sr., not to protect and further the interests of RDI and its 

shareholders. With the passing of JJC, Sr., Kane also acknowledged that it was "time to change 

this approach and appoint individuals that could offer solid advice and counsel, such as some 

NYC real estate people and/or NYC people with political know-how that we might need if we are 

to develop our valuable assets there." 

29. Recognizing JJC, Sr.'s control of the Company, the board asked that he provide 

them with a succession plan. He did so in or about December 2006, and the RDI board 

implemented it. The succession plan was to have JJC assume JJC, Sr.'s position when JJC, Sr. 

retired or passed, as the case may be. 

30. Since 2005, JJC was involved in most RDI executive management meetings and 

privy to most significant internal senior management memos. JJC was appointed Vice Chairman 

of the RDI board in 2007. The RDI board appointed JJC President of RDI on or about June 1, 

2013, which responsibilities he filled without objection by the RDI board of directors. 

31. On or about September 13, 2014, JJC, Sr. passed. 

32. Soon thereafter, trust and estate litigation was commenced by his daughters, MC 

and EC, including against JJC, which litigation involved the issue of whether MC or JJC, or both, 

should control the RDI voting stock previously controlled by JJC, Sr., among other things. 

33. As President and CEO of RDI, JJC alienated his sisters because he acted to protect 

and further the interests of RDI and all of its shareholders, repeatedly rebuffing the efforts of MC 

and EC to advance their own interests, as well as efforts by Kane, Adams and McEachern to 
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1 protect and further the interests of MC and EC, as well as their own interests, all to the detriment 

2 of the Company and its other shareholders. For example, JJC questioned and/or rejected purported 

3 expenses EC and MC sought to have RDI pay. In one instance, EC attempted to charge RDI for 

4 an expensive Thanksgiving dinner with her mother, sister and sister's children, which effort 

5 Plaintiff rejected, angering EC. In another instance, MC attempted to charge RDI for certain 

6 expenses of her father's funeral. JJC insisted that RDI employ an executive qualified to direct 
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RDI's real estate business, which MC resisted. MC wanted to direct RDI's real estate businesses. 

However, she is unqualified to do so. She wanted to do so in order to be employed by RDI and to 

secure lucrative compensation and/or benefits she otherwise would not receive. 

34. Frustrated by Plaintiffs apparent refusal as President and CEO to accede to their 

demands for titles, positions, promotions, employment contracts and money from RDI, and with 

MC believing she was in jeopardy of having her lucrative consulting arrangement to manage live 

theater operations terminated due to the Orpheum Theatre debacle described herein, MC and EC 

agreed to act together and acted to protect and advance their personal interests by seizing and 

acting to perpetuate control of RDI. To that end, MC and EC next secured the agreement of 

defendants Kane, Adams and McEachem to choose sides in their family dispute with JJC, and to 

act in derogation of their fiduciary obligations and the interests of RDI and all RDI stockholders, 

to threaten Plaintiff and then, when the threat failed, to stage a boardroom coup by firing Plaintiff 

as President and CEO ofRDI and to thereafter act to perpetuate their control ofRDI. 

EC and MC Act To Further Their Own Interests; Kane Assists 

35. Soon after JJC, Sr. passed, EC sought an employment agreement and a promotion 

from Chief Operating Officer of RDI' s Domestic Cinema Operations to head of its worldwide 

cinema division (including Australian and New Zealand Cinema Operations). EC also sought an 

employment agreement. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC did so in part because she was 

fearful that JJC, acting to protect and further the interests of the Company, would fire her, 

notwithstanding the fact that he had never expressed any intention of doing so. 

36. Soon after JJC, Sr. passed, EC also sought a raise. The claimed impetus for the 

requested raise was to qualify for a loan on a Laguna Beach, California condominium. EC sought 
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1 it in part because EC understood that Kane would get it for her. 

2 37. Kane, who has a decade's long quasi-familial relationship with each of MC and 

3 EC, who call him "Uncle Ed," acted to ensure that EC would obtain the loan she sought, described 

4 above. 

5 38. To that end, Kane, purporting to act as chairman of the RDI Compensation 

6 Committee, without authority or approval from the RDI Compensation Committee, on RDI 

7 letterhead wrote EC's lender and represented that the Committee "anticipate[d] a total cash 

8 compensation increase of no less than 20%" for EC "effective no later than January 1, 2015." 

9 Despite JJC pointing out that sending such a letter to EC's bank was inappropriate, EC executed 

10 the letter on behalf of Kane. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

39. Shortly thereafter, Kane acknowledged to RDI board members that the study that 

had been commissioned and expected to justify EC's pay increase, actually failed to do so. 

40. Also, in October 2014, Kane prompted the RDI board to provide EC a "bonus" of 

$50,000, on account of a supposed error by the Company in connection with the issuance of RDI 

stock options EC had exercised in 2013. No other similarly situated RDI executive received such 

a "bonus," which was tantamount to a gift or other unearned compensation given to EC from the 

coffers ofRDI. 

The Outside Directors Act To Further Their Own Interests 

41. Separately, commencing shortly after JJC, Sr.'s death on September 13, 2014, 

20 Kane began pressing Plaintiff as President and CEO to recommend to the RDI board, and thereby 

21 effectively approve, increases in directors' fees and consideration paid to Kane and other outside 

22 board members. 

23 42. Kane and the other outside directors were successful in increasing their 

24 compensation. On or about November 13, 2014, the RDI board raised annual directors' fees by 

25 approximately forty-three percent (43%) and gave each nonemployee director additional 

26 compensation in the form of stock options and a one-time cash compensation. 

27 MC And EC Bring Cotter Family Disputes To RDl's Boardroom 

28 43. Notwithstanding the fact that Plaintiff had been President of RDI since 2013, 
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notwithstanding the fact that JJC, Sr. and the RDI board had implemented a succession plan 

pursuant to which Plaintiff would succeed JJC, Sr. as CEO of RDI, and notwithstanding that JJC, 

Sr.'s testamentary disposition memorialized to EC and MC his intention that JJC serve as 

President of RDI, MC and EC resisted and sought to avoid reporting to JJC. EC and MC involved 

certain directors in their disputes with JJC soon after JJC became CEO ofRDI. 

44. In the fourth quarter of 2014, MC undertook to enlist Kane to undermine Plaintiff. 

During that time frame she confidentially requested of Kane that she be made co-CEO of RDI. 

45. During that time frame, Plaintiff in furtherance of his responsibilities as CEO of 

RDI sought to engage in substantive communications with MC about the live theater business for 

which she was responsible. MC flatly refused to have substantive communications with Plaintiff 

about such matters. 

46. Plaintiff also brought to the attention of Kane and other directors the difficulties 

created by MC and EC, including in particular but not limited to MC's abject refusal to 

communicate with Plaintiff about the businesses for which she either had or claimed she should 

have responsibility, meaning the live theater business, and two highly valuable real estate assets in 

New York City which MC was not qualified to manage or lead without expert or qualified 

assistance she refused to accept, including by consistently resisting hiring a qualified executive. 

Kane Acts To Protect EC And MC 

47. In or about January 2015, Kane acted to protect and further the interests of EC and 

MC, in derogation of his fiduciary obligations. 

48. By way of email dated January 16, 2015, Kane communicated to Plaintiff a 

suggestion to the effect that EC be given the title she wants, that MC be treated as a "co-equal with 

[a] new head of domestic real estate [and] [t]hat she and the new head will report to you and you 

will resolve any conflicts between them that they cannot resolve themselves [and] you will make a 

title for MC as a new employee of the Company .... " 

MC And EC Prompt The Outside Directors To Participate In Family Disputes 

49. The outside board members, faced with the personal disputes MC and EC had with 

JJC, including the pending trust and estate litigation, took steps to protect and enhance their 
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personal interests. 

50. The RDI board of directors on January 15, 2015 determined to purchase a directors 

and officers insurance policy (which it never had before) with a limit of $10 million. At the time, 

they also determined that stock option grants to individual directors made on or about November 

13, 2014 would vest immediately and further determined that January 15, 2015 would be the date 

on which to establish the stock price for option purposes. 

51. In a private session of the outside directors on January 15, 2015, they discussed and 

agreed upon a course of action put forth by EC and MC which initially was proposed to be the first 

two paragraphs quoted below, but after discussion became all three. They resolved and approved, 

with Plaintiff, EC and MC abstaining, as follows: 

"The CEO [,JJC,] cannot terminate the employment of Ellen Cotter unless 
a majority of the independent directors concur with the CEO's recommendation to 
terminate Ellen Cotter; 

The CEO [,JJC,] cannot terminate the existing Theater Management 
Agreement of Ms. Margaret Cotter unless a majority of the independent directors 
concurs with the CEO's recommendations to terminate such Theater Management 
Agreement; and 

The CEO [,JJC,] cannot be terminated without the approval of the 
majority of the independent directors." 

JJC Succeeds As President And CEO; MC And EC Continue To Object 

52. Plaintiffs work as CEO was recognized as successful by the stock market. RDI 

stock was trading at $8.17 per share when Plaintiff became CEO but, by approximately the end of 

2014, had traded as high as $13.26 per share and, in the Spring of2015, traded at over $14.45 per 

share. 

53. One analyst described the successes of JJC as President and CEO as follows: 

Management Catalysts 
RDI has historically suffered from a control discount. The dual class 
structure created a situation where the Cotter family owned approx. 30% 
of outstanding shares, but 70% of class B voting stock. James Cotter Sr., 
the longtime CEO, made little effort to promote the company and was 
slow to monetize assets and unlock the value even though he did acquire 
assets smartly and did a good job of operating the business. Over the past 
two years, asset monetization has moved ahead and seems to be a sign of 
things to come. In early August, James Cotter, Sr., resigned from serving 
as the Company's Chairman and CEO and recently passed away. Cotter's 
son Jim has taken over the CEO position. We think that Jim has already 
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been a positive influence in terms of value realization during the last year. 
We believe that Jim was instrumental in pushing not only the sales of 
important Australian assets, but also the share buyback. He is also seeking 
other ways to increase value (e.g. considering ways to further monetize the 
Angelika brand). We expect the stock will move much closer to fair value 
once definitive announcements are made around the New York City assets 
and other smaller asset monetization announcements in the next 12 
months. The two New York assets discussed have appreciated 
significantly in recent years and are a part of the value here. It is also 
worth noting that RDI also owns other valuable, underutilized real estate 
(including Minetta Lane Theater, Orpheum Theater, Royal George in 
Chicago, etc.) that could ultimately be redeveloped and create incremental 
value for shareholders. 

54. After meeting JJC in person in October 2014, one large stockholder commented, "I 

came away from our meeting with a firm view that you care about shareholders and that both you 

and us will be nicely rewarded over time .. .I intend to remain a long-term partner. I am confident 

that if you continue to buy back stock and the investment community begins to believe that you, as 

a leader, will act in the best interests of shareholders, the stock price will be considerably higher." 

The stock price did move considerably higher. 

55. JJC's success in fact began as early as June 1, 2013, when he was appointed 

President of RDI. After JJC, Sr. was diagnosed with prostate cancer in early 2013, JJC, Sr. turned 

over more responsibility to JJC, as JJC, Sr. was battling prostate cancer. On June 1, 2013, the 

stock price was only $6.08 per share. 

56. JJC's success as President and CEO of RDI continues to be recognized by the stock 

market. On May 31, 2015, The Street Ratings upgraded their recommendation ofRDI to a "buy" 

or "purchase." On June 4, 2015, RDI Class A stock traded in the public marketplace as high as 

$14.45 per share. 

57. MC and EC objected to Plaintiffs on-going, successful efforts as President and 

CEO of RDI which, though in the best interests of all RDI shareholders, including the public non-

Cotter family shareholders, were viewed by MC and EC as not in their personal interests because, 

among other things, they preferred that the price at which RDI class A stock traded artificially 

depressed. MC and EC continued to voice objections to JJC communicating with shareholders. 

58. By their actions and statements, including but not limited to their demands 
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1 additional compensation and for employment agreements, and their complaint that Plaintiff had 

2 acted in the interests of all RDI shareholders rather than in their particular interests, MC and EC 

3 made clear that their personal interests were paramount, and that they would act to protect and 

4 further their personal interests, to the detriment of the interests of RDI and its other shareholders. 

5 JJC Complies With Board Processes, MC And EC Prompt The Termination of Such 
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Processes 

59. By March 2015, the efforts of EC and MC to promote their own interests, in 

derogation of the interests of the Company, compelled the non-Cotter members of the RDI board 

of directors to act. 

60. In March 2015, the non-Cotter directors appointed lead director Gould and director 

Storey as an independent committee, with Storey functioning as their representative or 

ombudsman to work with JJC as CEO, including by acting as a facilitator with EC and MC. 

61. On behalf of the non-Cotter directors, Gould advised MC and EC and Plaintiff that 

the process they had put in place, involving director Storey as ombudsman, would continue 

through June 2015, at which time an assessment would be made of the situation, including in 

particular the extent to which each of the three of them had cooperated in the process and had 

undertaken to improve their working relationships and to sustain improved working conditions. 

62. From that point forward, Plaintiff worked with director Storey in the manner Storey 

on behalf of the non-Cotter directors had requested . 

63. However, MC and EC did not, including as otherwise averred herein. Instead, they 

continued to act to preserve and further their own personal and financial interests, to the detriment 

of RDI and its shareholders and refused to do certain things requested by Plaintiff, which Storey 

had agreed were in the best interests ofRDI. 

64. Thus, although MC for months had resisted even having substantive discussions 

with Plaintiff about the live theater business operations for which she was responsible, and 

although MC for months had failed and refused to produce even the most rudimentary of business 

plans, she nevertheless pushed to be provided an employment agreement with RDI. For example, 

on May 4, 2015, by which time the Orpheum theater debacle had come to light, and by which time 
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1 she had provided no business plan whatsoever, notwithstanding requests from Plaintiff and from 

2 director Storey that she do so, and notwithstanding that she refused to have any substantive 

3 discussions with Plaintiff about the live theater business operations, she emailed Plaintiff, stating 

4 "any idea when this employment agreement of mine that you have been working on for months 

5 will be presented?" 

6 The Outside Directors Demand More Money 
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65. In the same time frame, the non-Cotter directors were seeking additional 

compensation. In particular, Kane pushed Plaintiff to provide all non-Cotter directors other than 

director Storey an extra $25,000 for the first six months of 2015, with the understanding "that at 

year-end we will be asking for an additional payment." 

66. With respect to director Storey, who resides in New Zealand and had taken no 

fewer than a half dozen trips to Los Angeles in furtherance of his role as the representative or 

ombudsman of the non-Cotter directors in interfacing with Plaintiff, on the one hand, and MC and 

EC, respectively, on the other hand, Kane's proposal was that Storey receive an additional $75,000 

for the first six months of 2015, in recognition of the time and effort Storey was expending as the 

representative or ombudsman for the non-Cotter directors. 

67. Plaintiff advised Kane that he had some reservations about the additional 

compensation Kane proposed providing to the non-Cotter directors. 

68. While Plaintiff did as director Storey requested, MC and EC pursued their own 

personal interests, in derogation of the interests of RDI and its shareholders. Among other things, 

EC had her personal lawyers copied on internal RDI correspondence and present on telephone 

calls with RDI outside counsel and executives, including the CFO and the General Counsel, about 

which Plaintiff as CEO was not notified, so as to protect and further the interests of EC and MC. 

MC's Orpheum Theatre Debacle Puts Her In Jeopardy 

69. On or about May 18, 2015, Plaintiff took MC to task, observing that she had been 

promising him a business plan for eight months but still had not delivered one. 

70. RDI's proxy statement filed with the SEC in connection with the annual meeting of 

RDI stockholders that occurred in 2014 described MC's role in relevant part as "the President of 
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Liberty Theatres, the subsidiary through which we own our live theaters. [MC] manages the real 

estate which houses each of four live theaters [including the one which is the principle source of 

revenue, the Orpheum Theatre,] [and as such] secures leases, manages tenancies, oversees 

maintenance and regulatory compliance on the properties .... " 

71. MC's diligence and candor, or lack of one or both, have been called into question 

by her handling of the relationship with the Stomp Producers. The Stomp Producers, the tenant at 

the RDI owned Orpheum Theatre and the source of a majority of RDI' s live theater revenues, gave 

notice on April 23, 2015 of termination of the lease for cause. MC had prior notice of alleged 

problems of the nature upon which Stomp based its purported termination of the lease for cause. 

Nevertheless, MC allegedly failed to handle the business for which she was responsible, whether 

by addressing the alleged problems, by developing a constructive working relationship with the 

Stomp Producers or otherwise. 

72. MC had been aware of the alleged issues raised by the Stomp Producers for 

months. In particular, by email and correspondence dated February 6, 2015, the Stomp producers 

wrote to MC and complained "about the maintenance and upkeep of the Orpheum Theatre." They 

further stated in their February 6, 2015 letter to MC as follows: 

"Nothing in this letter is new to you as we and our employees have been in almost 
constant contact about recurring problems at the theater, but there is now an 
urgent need to attend to this matter on an immediate and comprehensive, rather 
than piecemeal, bases .... " 

73. MC failed to disclose the February 6, 2015 letter or the substance of it or that the 

Stomp Producers told MC on April 9, 2015 that they were going to vacate the theater or even the 

situation with the Stomp Producers generally to Plaintiff or, Plaintiff is informed, to any outside 

member of the RDI board of directors. In other words, she concealed the fact that she was facing a 

serious business challenge, whether real or contrived by the Stomp Producers, and in doing so 

breached her fiduciary obligations as a director. In so acting, she also undertook to deceive 

Plaintiff and the non-Cotter members of RDI's board into providing her an employment contract 

with respect to the very matters as to which she was then accused of being grossly negligent, 

among other things. 
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1 74. Upon learning of the Stomp Producer's notice to terminate, director Gould stated an 

2 assessment to the effect that MC's handling of the situation (independent of the merits or lack of 

3 merits of the claims of the Stomp Producers), including not notifying anyone about the threat of 

4 the Company losing a material portion of its live theater business income, could be grounds for 

5 termination. 

6 Kane Acts To Protect MC 
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75. Concerned that MC was at risk to be terminated for cause, director (Uncle Ed) Kane 

took actions to protect his quasi-family, MC and EC. Together they launched the scheme to extort 

JJC or, failing that, to terminate him as President and CEO and seize control of RDI, enlisting the 

assistance and cooperation of directors Adams and McEachern, both of whom acted to preserve 

and further their own personal and financial interests. 

76. Kane's quasi-familial relationship and visceral support of MC and EC has been 

evidenced by, among other things, stunning ad hominem invectives directed at directors Gould and 

Storey, as well as by rants to JJC about "The Godfather" and the Corleone family from that series 

of movies, even including a suggestion that termination of JJC would be analogous to the murder 

of someone disrespecting a Corleone family member. 

Adams Is Beholden To MC And EC 

77. The efforts of MC and EC, together with their protector and benefactor, (Uncle Ed) 

Kane, to threaten and later depose JJC as President and CEO, provided a perfect opportunity for 

Adams to protect his own personal (including professional) and financial interests. 

78. Prior to 2007 or 2008, when (according to Adams' own sworn testimony in a recent 

divorce proceeding) his business of investing monies he raised privately failed after he lost 

approximately seventy percent (70o/o) of the monies invested with him, Adams was active as a 

small time shareholder activist who purchased small stakes in public companies, agitated for 

change in the boardroom, secured a position as director, generated a quick and short term profit 

through the process and then promptly resigned, to search for the next public company victim. 

Since that time, Adams has been unsuccessful in reviving that business and, for all intents and 

purposes, has been unemployed. 
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79. EC led Adams to believe that he would be appointed CEO of RDI upon termination 

of JJC. Simply holding that position would be of value to Adams, including in reviving his 

business of investing in public companies, agitating for change in the composition of the board or 

otherwise at the company, cashing out and moving on. Adams for that reason supported 

terminating JJC. After JJC had been terminated, it was EC rather than Adams (who previously 

was identified to become CEO) who was appointed interim CEO of RDI. 

80. Separately, Adams is beholden to EC and MC because, among other things, he is 

financially dependent on monies paid to him by the Cotter family businesses EC and MC control. 

Based on information provided by Adams in sworn statements in a recent divorce proceeding, it 

appears that amounts paid to him by Cotter entities over which EC and MC exercise control or 

claim to exercise control amounted to over half (50%) of Adam's (claimed approximate $90,000) 

income in 2013, at a minimum, and possibly amounted to over eighty percent (80%) of that 

income. 

81. Additionally, Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges that on or about 

May 2013, Adams entered into an agreement with JJC, Sr. whereby Adams received, among other 

things, a carried interest in certain real estate projects, including one by the name of Shadow View. 

Plaintiff is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that the value of Adams' carried 

interest in Shadow View, including whether it will be monetized and the extent to which it will be 

monetized for the benefit of Adams, is contended by MC and EC to be the responsibility of the 

estate of JJC, Sr., of which MC and EC presently are the executors. 

82. Thus, Adams' personal and financial interests are dependent on his financial 

benefactors, MC and EC. Practically, Adams has little choice if any but to accommodate and 

advance the personal interests of MC and EC, including by helping them seize, consolidate and 

perpetuate their control of RDI, including as alleged herein. 

83. For such reasons, Adams is not independent generally, and not disinterested with 

respect to the disputes between MC and EC, on one hand, and JJC on the other, much less with 

respect to the decision to fire JJC. 

84. In or about March 26, 2015, Adams sold all RDI options he had, including options 
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1 he had been granted only a few months earlier. He has never owned any RDI shares. Today, 

2 Adams holds no RDI stock or options. Notably, he failed to disclose that he owned RDI options in 

3 his divorce proceedings. 
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85. The other non-Cotter board members know of, and previously had reason to 

suspect, that Adams suffers from debilitating and disqualifying personal (and professional) and 

financial interests, both generally and particularly regarding the vote to remove JJC as President 

and CEO and to replace JJC as CEO with Adams. Among other things and without limitation, 

when Adams joined the RDI board of directors on or about January 14, 2014, he was asked 

whether he would be an independent director and, more particularly, about his financial dealings 

with the Cotter family and Cotter family entities. Although Adams acknowledged that he had such 

financial relationships with the Cotter family and/or the Cotter family controlled businesses, he 

declined to particularize the relationships or disclose the particulars regarding the financial aspects 

of them, and instead claimed the monies he was being paid were "de minimus." 

Defendants Other Than Storey And Gould Threaten Plaintiff With Termination If He Fails 
to Resolve Disputes With EC and MC on Terms Unilaterally Set By Them 

86. On Tuesday, May 19, 2015, EC distributed a purported agenda for an RDI board of 

directors meeting scheduled to commence not quite 48 hours later, at 11:15 a.m., on Thursday, 

May 21, 2015. The first action item on the agenda was entitled "Status of President and CEO[,]" 

which in fact was the agenda item to raise an issue previously never discussed by RDI's Board of 

Directors, namely, termination of JJC as President and CEO ofRDI. 

87. Prior to May 19, 2015, acting in concert with MC and EC, Adams, Kane and 

McEachern had agreed to vote to seize control of RDI and, if necessary to do so, to terminate JJC 

as President and CEO of RDI. 

88. In the face of objections by directors Gould and Storey that the non-Cotter directors 

had not undertaken an appropriate process to make any decision regarding whether or not to 

terminate the President and CEO of RDI, and a request that the outside directors meet before the 

scheduled May 21 meeting, Kane provided a visceral response to the effect that the outside 

directors did not need to meet, tacitly acknowledging the planned coup and admitting that even the 
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1 pretense of process would not be undertaken because "the die is cast." 

2 89. In furtherance of their self-serving scheme, EC and Adams previously had hired 

3 counsel ostensibly representing RDI, Akin Gump, and had that counsel attend the May 21 board 

4 meeting at which the first agenda item was termination of JJC as President and CEO. 

5 90. Counsel for JJC appeared at the meeting and explained, among other things, that (i) 

6 the non-Cotter directors had not engaged in any process that would satisfy any measure of their 

7 fiduciary obligations to even make a decision with respect to whether to terminate JJC as President 

8 or CEO, and that (ii) Adams not only was not disinterested with respect to the decision, he was so 

9 interested that he was clearly and indisputably conflicted, that Kane too clearly was interested 

10 under Nevada law and that McEachern also appeared interested. JJC's counsel effectively made 

11 these comments on the way out of the room, after the board had voted (by 5 to 3) to allow the 

12 lawyers hired by EC and Adams to stay, but to not allow JJC's lawyer to attend even for agenda 

13 item one. 
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then selecting Adams to replace JJC as CEO, directed that the two security officers waiting outside 

the boardroom be called to physically remove JJC's attorney from the premises. Of course, Adams 

lacked authority to do so. 

92. For his part, Kane simply directed personal invective at JJC's attorney, just as Kane 

had done previously toward directors Storey and Gould when each of them expressed views that 

20 were in the estimation of Kane contrary to the interests of MC, EC or both, as well as to Kane's 

21 intent on rendering punitive consequences. 

22 93. Faced with a clear record that the non-Cotter directors had failed to undertake any 

23 process, much less an appropriate process, to make a decision regarding whether to terminate JJC 

24 as President and CEO, Adams solicited JJC to have an impromptu discussion about his 

25 performance. Recognizing that Adams' solicitation was nothing more than a disingenuous, after-

26 the-fact effort to fabricate a record of process and diligence where none existed, JJC demurred. Of 

27 course, JJC also had reason to do so in view of the fact that the non-Cotter directors previously had 

28 put in place a process (described above) that was to play out through the end of June, at least, 
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1 which process had not been completed, meaning that the non-Cotter directors' decision to 

2 terminate JJC as President and CEO was in derogation of, and pre-empted, their own processes. 

3 94. EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachern then determined to adjourn the May 21, 

4 2015 board meeting to May 29, 2015, to afford them an opportunity to further attempt to pressure 

5 JJC to cede control ofRDI to them. 

6 95. Thus, on Wednesday, May 27, 2015, Texas attorney Harry Susman, one of the 

7 lawyers representing MC and EC in the trust and estate litigation, transmitted to Adam Streisand, 

8 an attorney representing JJC in the trust and estate litigation, a document outlining terms to which 

9 JJC was required to agree to avoid the threatened termination. The proposal was communicated as 

10 effectively a "take-it or leave-it" proposal and was accompanied by a deadline of 9:00 a.m. on 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Friday, May 29 to accept the proposal. 

96. Also on May 27, 2015, EC emailed RDI directors a "reminder" "that the board 

meeting held last Thursday was adjourned, to reconvene this Friday, May 29, 2015. The board 

meeting will begin at 11:00 a.m. at our Los Angeles office." 

97. By the foregoing actions, among others, MC and EC made clear that accepting their 

take-it or leave-it settlement proposal was what JJC had to do to avoid being fired as President and 

CEO ofRDI. 

98. Also on May 28, 2015, approximately one day after EC and MC's lawyer 

transmitted the "take-it or leave-it" global settlement proposal and one day before the RDI board 

was to reconvene to execute on their threat to terminate JJC as President and CEO of RDI, Kane 

told JJC to accept the take-it or leave-it offer to "end all of the litigation and ill feelings." Among 

other things, by email on May 28, 2015, Kane stated as follow to JJC: 

99. 

"I have not seen the [take it or leave it settlement] proposal. I understand 
that it would leave you with your title, which is very important to you and 
which you told me was essential to any settlement ... if it is take-it or 
leave-it, then I STRONGLY ADVISE YOU TO TAKE IT, ... if we can 
end all of the litigation and ill feelings, -- and their offer to keep you as 
CEO as a major concession -- ... " 

On Friday, May 29, before the RDI board of directors meeting reconvened, EC and 

28 MC met with JJC and told him that the document that had been conveyed by attorney Susman on 
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1 their behalf two days earlier was a take-it or leave-it offer and that, if JJC did not accept it, the RDI 

2 board would terminate him as President and CEO. JJC attempted to discuss proposed changes 

3 with them, to which EC and MC responded that they would accept no changes. They repeated that 

4 if JJC did not accept the agreement as proposed, JJC would be terminated as President and CEO of 

5 RDI. 

6 100. Director Gould shortly thereafter came to JJC's office and said that the majority of 

7 the non-Cotter board members were prepared to vote to terminate him and that the supposed board 

8 meeting was about to commence. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

101. JJC entered the conference room where the supposed meeting was to occur. The 

supposed meeting was commenced and Adams made a motion to terminate JJC as President and 

CEO. 

102. JJC observed that Adams was not independent or disinterested, pointing out that a 

substantial portion of his income came from Cotter entities, as evidenced by sworn testimony 

Adams had given in his divorce proceeding. JJC invited Adams to prove otherwise, to which 

Adams responded that he did not have to do so. Others inquired of Adams' financial relationship 

to Cotter entities, but Adams declined to provide substantive responses to those queries. 

103. Director Gould opined that it was not the role of the RDI board of directors to 

intercede in the personal disputes between EC and MC, on the one hand, and JJC, on the other 

hand, nor to tip the balance of power in those disputes. He further observed that the board should 

attempt to maintain the status quo until the courts resolved the trust and estate litigation, and added 

that he thought JJC had done a good job. 

104. Kane offered more personal invective directed to JJC, including comments to the 

effect that he thought that JJC had "****ed Margaret over with the changes ... made to the estate" 

and that JJC "does not have people skills especially with his two sisters ... " 

105. Next, the five outside directors asked JJC to leave the conference room so that they 

could talk with EC and MC. Plaintiff is informed and believes that one or more of Kane, Adams 

and McEachern conferred with EC and MC about whether to proceed to terminate JJC as President 

and CEO or to continue to attempt to pressure him to resolve his disputes with EC and MC on 
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1 terms acceptable to them. 

2 106. Next, at or about 2:30 p.m., JJC was advised that the supposed RDI board meeting 

3 would be adjourned until at or about 6:00 p.m. that evening. JJC also was told that he had until the 

4 supposed meeting reconvened that evening to strike a deal with EC and MC, failing which he 

5 would be terminated as President and CEO ofRDI when the supposed meeting reconvened. 

6 107. The supposed meeting reconvened at or about 6:00 p.m. on Friday, May 29, 2015, 

7 at which time EC reported that she and MC had reached an agreement in principal with JJC. EC 

8 read to the RDI Board of Directors portions of the document attorney Susman had transmitted to 

9 attorney Streisand on May 27, 2015 that concerned RDI, including one that provided for an 

10 executive committee of the Board of Directors which, she indicated, would be comprised of EC, 

11 MC, JJC and Adams, who would be Chairman. EC concluded that, while no definitive agreement 

12 had been reached, EC and MC would have one of their lawyers provide documentation to counsel 

13 for JJC. 
"O > :o z 
~ 0 vi 14 
0 0 "' 
J: '° ~ 

108. On Wednesday, June 3, 2015, attorney Susman on behalf of EC and MC 

l"fl QI > 15 
Cl'l .~ "' 
Cl'l ::J "' 

transmitted a new document to one of JJC's trust and estate attorney Streisand. The document 
l"fl VI --' 

contained new terms previously not discussed, much less agreed, by the parties. 

109. On Friday, June 5, 2015, attorney Susman left a message for attorney Streisand, the 

sum and substance of which was that he (Susman) was awaiting word that JJC had agreed to all of 

the terms in the document. By that message, attorney Susman implied that the document was, like 

20 a prior document he had transmitted, a "take-it or leave-it" proposal. 

21 110. On June 8, 2015, JJC advised EC and MC that he could not accept their take-it or 

22 leave-it document. MC responded that she would advise the RDI board of directors, referencing 

23 the on-going, explicit threat to have JJC terminated as President and CEO of RDI if he failed to 

24 agree to a global settlement (including of all trust and estate litigation matters) satisfactory to EC 

25 and MC. 

26 111. On June 9, 2015, in furtherance of important ongoing RDI business, JJC asked for a 

27 response from MC with respect to a senior executive candidate to oversee RDI's United States real 

28 estate, which candidate had been endorsed by senior executives at RDI. MC consistently has 
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resisted employing such a person, apparently fearing that someone qualified might undermine her 

efforts to manage RDI's valuable U.S. real estate holdings. In response to JJC's email, she called 

him and said, among other things, "you were supposed to be terminated but for a global settlement 

... bye ... bye." 

112. On Wednesday afternoon, June 10, 2015, EC transmitted an email to all RDI board 

members (and RDI's general counsel) stating, among other things, that "we would like to 

reconvene the Meeting that was adjourned on Friday, May 29th, at approximately 6:15 p.m. (Los 

Angeles time.) We would like to reconvene this Meeting telephonically Friday, June 12 at 11:00 

a.m. (Los Angeles time) ... " The email purported to further "confirm[] our meeting of the Board 

of Directors on Thursday, June 18th ... We will be distributing Agenda and Board package for this 

Meeting at the end of this week ... " 

113. On Friday, June 12, 2015, the supposed RDI board of directors meeting of May 29, 

2015 supposedly was reconvened. The sole agenda item carried over from May 21, 2015 was the 

termination of JJC as President and CEO of RDI. All other agenda items were deferred until the 

next regularly scheduled board meeting six days later, on June 18, 2015. Following through on 

their prior threat to terminate JJC if he did not resolve all disputes with EC and MC (on terms 

satisfactory to them), EC, MC, Adams, Kane and McEachem each voted to terminate JJC. 

McEachem made one last effort to pressure JJC, inviting him to resign rather than be terminated. 

Storey and Gould voted against terminating JJC as President and CEO. EC was elected interim 

CEO with the intention expressed of initiating immediately a search for a new President and CEO. 

114. Separately, EC has been empowered to select the search firm to conduct a search 

for a supposed new CEO. With such unfettered power, she will select a firm and direct it to 

present candidates who she can be assured will possess unwavering fealty to EC and MC, without 

regard to the interests of RDI and its other shareholders, if she allows it to proceed at all opting 

instead to remain CEO. 

115. Additionally, and notwithstanding the fact that both directors and senior executive 

officers at RDI have agreed that the Company needs to hire an executive with the requisite real 

estate experience to advise the Company with respect to its material real estate holdings in New 
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1 York, and notwithstanding the fact that at least one candidate acceptable to all but MC (and 

2 thereafter EC and the directors beholden to them) had been identified, no person was offered such 

3 a position and, as a practical matter, the search for such a person to fill such a position has been 

4 terminated, all to ensure that MC retains control of those activities, which she is unqualified to 

5 direct without the advice and assistance of an executive with the requisite real estate experience. 

6 EC and Others Pressure Plaintiff In An Effort to Force Him to Abandon This Action 

7 116. EC, with the active assistance or knowing acquiescence of MC, Kane, Adams, 

8 McEachern and Gould, has taken actions to pressure Plaintiff to abandon this action and cede 

9 control of RDI to them. EC did so, Plaintiff is informed and believes, without previously 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

informing, much less seeking the approval of director Storey. The actions taken to pressure 

Plaintiff include immediately terminating his access to his RDI email account and to RD I's offices 

and concocting new ad hoc "policies" and/or "practices" designed to bring financial pressure to 

bear on Plaintiff (such as impairing his ability to exercise RDI options and to sell or borrow against 

RDI stock in a manner consistent with RDI's historical practices). 

117. After the purported termination of Plaintiff on or about June 12, 2015, on EC's 

recommendation, the RDI Board had approved a new so-called insider trading policy. Plaintiff 

was told that Akin Gump developed it. Plaintiff is informed and believes that this supposed 

policy was created to impair his ability to generate liquidity through the sale of or borrowing 

against RDI stock, the principal source of Plaintiffs net worth. Given the extremely limited 

holdings in RDI stock by any director, officer or employee of RDI other than Plaintiff, this 

supposed policy enables EC to control the disposition of such shares through the imposition of 

supposed blackout periods, which she has effectively done, preventing JJC from selling a single 

share since his purported termination. Kane and McEachern, who purportedly oversee 

compensation related and related party matters, each have agreed to and cooperated in efforts to 

prevent Plaintiff from exercising RDI options and selling RDI shares. 

118. In an effort to pressure Plaintiff to abandon this action, and to secure his resignation 

from the RDI Board of Directors, EC on June 15, 2015 transmitted a letter the Plaintiff in which 

she claimed that the employment agreement entered into by him as an executive (over a decade 
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after he became a director) required him to resign as a director upon his termination as an officer. 

That letter claimed that his failure to do so constituted a breach of the referenced employment 

agreement and threatened to terminate payments and benefits to Plaintiff if he did not resign 

within 30 days of his termination. Shortly thereafter, the Company terminated the health and 

medical benefits the Company provides to him, his wife and his three children and since has 

terminated payments. 

EC, MC, Kane and Adams Act to Entrench Themselves By Manipulating RDl's Corporate 
Machinery 

119. Subsequent to terminating Plaintiff, EC, MC, Kane and Adams acted to limit if not 

eliminate the participation in governance of RDI of JJC and directors Storey and Gould. To that 

end, a previously inactive executive committee of the RDI Board of Directors has been activated 

(i.e., the "EC Committee"). It has been repopulated so that EC, MC, Kane and Adams are its only 

members. The full authority of the RDI Board of Directors purportedly now is held by the EC 

Committee. 

120. By such actions, EC, MC, Kane and Adams have impaired if not eviscerated the 

functioning of RD I's Board of Directors, effectively replacing it with the EC Committee. 

121. Other fundamental corporate governance practices and protections at RDI have 

been altered, circumscribed or eliminated. EC, with the active assistance and/or knowing 

cooperation of MC, Kane and Adams, manipulated and reduced the flow of information to JJC, 

Gould and Storey as RDI directors, including by failing to timely distribute drafts of prior RDI 

board of directors meeting minutes, by failing to provide board packages sufficiently in advance of 

board meetings such that board matters were, to the knowledge of JJC, Storey and Gould, 

impromptu actions (which had been addressed previously by EC, MC, Kane and Adams), and by 

failing to timely deliver reports requested by director Storey and promised by EC. 

122. EC, with the active assistance and/or knowing cooperation of MC, Kane, Adams, 

26 McEachern and Gould, has caused RDI to disseminate materially misleading if not inaccurate 

27 information to its public shareholders. They have done so in an effort to delay if not avoid 

28 discovery of the actions of EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachern, and to avoid being held 
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accountable for those actions, whether by way of derivative action or otherwise. Among other 

things, these defendants caused RDI to disseminate the following press release(s) and/or SEC 

filings, each of which was misleading if not inaccurate by omission, commission or both: 

a. RD I on June 15, 2015 issued a press release stating that its board of directors 
"has appointed [EC] as interim President and [CEO], succeeding [JJC] .... " 
This press release was misleading because, among other things, it failed to 
address the circumstances of the purported termination of JJC as President and 
CEO, much less disclose that he purportedly had been terminated, much less 
that the purported termination was without cause, or even that JJC had filed this 
action; 

b. On or about June 18, 2015, RDI filed with the SEC a Form 8-K which was 
materially misleading if not inaccurate in several respects, including that it 
stated that JJC was "required to tender his resignation as a director of [RDI] 
immediately upon termination of his employment [, that he had not done so and 
that RD I] considers such refusal as a material breach of [the] employment 
agreement[] and has given [JJC] thirty (30) days in which to resign ... ~' The 
employment agreement in question, which is an exhibit to the Form 10-Q for 
period ending June 30, 2013 filed by RDI with the SEC, on its face not only 
does not require JJC to resign as a director in the event that he is terminated as 
an executive officer, but on its face contemplates that he may continue to serve 
as a director, which position he in fact held for many years prior to becoming 
an officer and entering into the subject employment agreement. Separately, the 
employment agreement contains a thirty (30) day cure provision with respect to 
breaches of the agreement which may constitute a basis for termination of JJC 
for cause, which defendants do not claim occurred here. Therefore, the 
characterization in the Form 8-K of what the Company has done for thirty (30) 
days is misleading both as to what the employment agreement provides and 
what the Company has done, which in fact is to assert that JJC is breach of an 
agreement which the Company purports to have terminated previously. 
Additionally, the Form 8-K is materially misleading in describing this action; 

c. RDI has failed to file a Form 8-K with respect to the EC Committee, which is a 
development that materially deviates from the prior practices of RDI and RDI's 
SEC disclosures with respect to those practices. 

d. On or about October 13, 2015, RDI filed with the SEC a Form 8-K which was 
materially misleading if not inaccurate. In particular, the description in that 
Form 8-K of defendant Storey "retir[ing]" from the RDI Board of Directors is 
misleading if not inaccurate. As alleged herein, Plaintiff is informed and 
believes that Mr. Storey had been told that he would not be nominated to stand 
for reelection and that he effectively was forced to resign as a director. The 
Form 8-K also is misleading if not inaccurate insofar as its descriptions of new 
board members Judy Codding and Michael Wrotniak: suggest that their 
respective experiences described in the Form 8-K, such as Codding having 
experience in the field of education and/or Wrotniak: having "considerable 
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experience in international business, including foreign exchange risk 
mitigation," were the reasons those two persons were made Directors of RDI. 
The Form 8-K also is misleading if not inaccurate with respect to those two 
persons being made directors RDI because it fails to disclose their respective 
personal relationships with Cotter family members. As alleged herein, Codding 
is a personal friend of Mary Cotter and Wrotniak and/or his wife are personal 
friends of MC. 

EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachern Manipulate the Corporate Machinery of RDI in An 
Effort to Control the Election of Directors at the 2015 Annual Shareholders Meeting 

123. Approximately forty four percent (44%) of the class B voting stock ofRDI is held 

in the name of the James J. Cotter Living Trust, which became irrevocable upon JJC, Sr.'s death 

on September 13, 2014 (the "Trust"). 

124. Who has authority to vote the RDI class B voting stock held in the name of the 

Trust is a subject of dispute in the California trust and estate litigation between EC and MC, on 

one hand, and JJC, on the other hand. 

125. Plaintiff is informed and believes that, unless EC, MC and JJC as co-trustees of the 

Trust all agree and provide a unanimous direction to the Company as required under Section 

15620 of the California Probate Code, RDI cannot properly count any vote of those shares in 

connection with the 2015 RDI Annual Shareholders Meeting ("ASM"). 

126. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC are aware of the foregoing 

regarding whether the RDI class B voting stock held in the name of the Trust properly can be 

counted at or in connection with RDI's 2015 ASM. 

127. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC agreed to act and have taken 

actions to increase the number ofRDI class B shares they can vote at RDI's 2015 ASM in order to 

attempt to control that vote without including the class B voting stock held in the name of the 

Trust. 

a. 

b. 

On or about April 17, EC and MC exercised options to acquire 50,000 and 
35,100 shares ofRDI class B shares, respectively. 

On or about September 17, 2015, EC and MC, acting as executors of the 
estate of JJC, Sr., exercised an option to acquire 100,000 shares ofRDI 
class B voting stock. Despite claiming a need to preserve assets of the 
Estate, EC and MC utilized liquid RDI class A shares to pay for the 
exercise of the Estate's option to acquire these illiquid RDI class B shares. 
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128. In or about June 12, 2015, Plaintiff was told by RDI that the prior practice of 

allowing the Compensation Committee ofRDI's full Board of Directors to approve the exercise of 

options had been changed to require that each member of the Board of Directors approve any 

exercise of options by any director. Plaintiff is informed and believes that this was in furtherance 

of the efforts of EC and others to bring financial pressure to bear on Plaintiff. 

129. Thus, when Plaintiff on or about June 5 and July 2 sought to exercise two separate 

tranches of RDI options, his request to do so was delayed for a period of four weeks in each case 

from the time he gave notice of his election to exercise such options. This was due to the 

supposed new practice of requiring all directors to approve a director's exercise of options and the 

supposed delay in getting all directors to sign such consent. 

13 0. However, that purported new practice later was reversed or abandoned. Plaintiff is 

informed and believes that that was because EC and MC, purporting to act as executors of the 

Estate of JJC, Sr., intended to seek to exercise an option to have the Estate acquire 100,000 shares 

of class B voting stocks (which they did, as alleged herein). 

131. EC and MC feared that JJC as an RDI director would refuse to consent to the 

exercise of this option controlled by EC and MC as executors of the Estate of JJC, Sr. 

132. Two of three members of the Compensation Committee are Adams and Kane. 

Plaintiff is informed and believes that on or about September 21, 2015, Kane and Adams, 

purporting to act as directors and as members of the Compensation Committee, authorized the 

request of EC and MC that the Estate be allowed to use liquid class A stock to exercise the option 

to acquire the 100,000 shares using shares of RDI class A stock. Kane and Adams did so in 

derogation of the interests of RDI, which received no benefit from receiving class A stock (rather 

than cash), which merely reduced the float of such stock. Plaintiff is informed and believes that 

Kane and Adams also did so without requiring EC and MC as executors of the Estate to produce 

documentation establishing the Estate's entitlement to exercise such option, which documentation 

may not exist. The third director who is a member of the Compensation Committee, Timothy 

Storey, was unable to attend the supposed meeting of the Compensation Committee because it was 

called with too little notice. 
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133. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC took such actions because it is 

their understanding that, absent the exercise of the option for the Estate to acquire 100,000 shares 

of RDI class B voting stock which EC and MC will purport to vote as executors of the Estate, EC 

and MC lacked sufficient votes to control the 2015 ASM and, in effect, unilaterally elect as RDI 

directors whomever they choose. 

EC And MC Systematically Mislead RDI Shareholders, Including By Failing To Make 
Disclosures Required By The Federal Securities Laws And By Making Misleading 

Disclosures. 

134. On or about September 24, 2014, MC and EC filed a Schedule 13D with the United 

States Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC"). In that 13D, each of MC and EC 

indicated that they were not a member of a 13D group and each excluded any and all RDI shares 

not owned by them, including shares owned by the Trust and shares held by the Estate, from the 

shares each reported as beneficially owned and/or shares subject to shared voting power. 

135. On or about December 22, 2014, EC and MC were appointed in the accompanying 

Nevada probate action to act as co-executors of the Estate. Plaintiff is informed and believes that 

they commenced the Nevada probate action at least in part to exercise control as executors of 

certain Company class B voting stock. As alleged herein, EC and MC have used their positions as 

executors of the Estate for the purpose of attempting to secure and retain control of the 

membership or composition of the RDI Board of Directors. 

136. On or about January 9, 2015, MC and EC filed an amendment to the schedule 13D 

they filed on or about September 24, 2014 (the "13Dl ").The 13Dl for the first time identified the 

two of them as a 13D group. The 13Dl also was filed for the Estate, but it expressly indicates that 

the RDI class B voting stock held by the Estate was not stock with respect to which either MC or 

EC had shared voting power. 

137. On or about April 16, 2015, EC exercised one or more options to acquire 50,000 

shares ofRDI class B voting stock. She was allowed to do so by using RDI class A non-voting 

stock rather than cash. That provided no benefit to RDI. EC did not file the required Form 4 

disclosure with the SEC regarding that acquisition of class B voting stock until on or about 

October 9, 2015, three days after the record date of October 6 set for the 2015 ASM. 
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13 8. On or about April 17, 2015, MC exercised options to acquire a total of 35,100 

shares ofRDI class B voting stock. She was allowed to do so by using RDI class A non-voting 

stock rather than cash. That provided no benefit to RDI. MC did not file the required Form 4 

disclosure with the SEC regarding that acquisition of class B voting stock until on or about 

October 9, 2015, three days after the record date of October 6. 

139. Plaintiff is informed and believes that in or before April 2015, MC and EC agreed 

that they would exercise shared voting power of the RDI class B voting stock held in the name of 

the Estate together with RDI class B voting stock held individually by each of them, such that EC 

and MC together with the Estate were members of a group for the purposes of Schedule 13D. 

140. On or about October 9, 2015, EC and MC filed an amended 13D (the "13D2"). The 

13D2 disclosed for the first time that EC and MC together with the Estate were members of a 

group for the purposes of Schedule 13D. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC 

purposefully failed to disclose the prior existence of this 13D group until such time as they had 

exercised an option held by the Estate to acquire an additional 100,000 shares ofRDI class B 

voting stock and until after the October 6 record date had passed, as part of their scheme to 

attempt to control over fifty percent (50%) of the class B voting stock (not including such stock 

held in the name of the Trust) before the record date for the 2015 ASM. They acquired the 

100,000 shares on or about September 21, 2015. 

141. The 13D2 filed on or about October 9, 2015 also states that the Trust "is also a 

member of the group with the Estate, Margaret Cotter and Ellen Cotter" and says that the "Trust 

has separately filed a report on Schedule 13D on the date hereof." The 13D2 also states that MC 

and EC have shared voting power with both the Estate and the Trust. 

142. On or about October 9, 2015, EC and MC caused the Trust to file a Schedule 13D. 

That Schedule 13D, like the 13D2, states that the Trust is a member of a group for the purposes of 

Schedule 13D with the Estate, MC and EC. In response to all these late filings as well as others 

made by the Company, one institutional holder asked the Board, "Why does this board and 

management choose to continue to be serial abusers of the securities laws?" 
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143. Contrary to what the Schedule 13D filed for the Trust on or about October 9 and 

the 13D2 imply, EC and MC do not control the shares held in the name of the Trust for voting 

purposes, shared or otherwise. Plaintiff is informed and believes that such statements made in 

these two schedule 13Ds (and in the Company's Proxy Statement for the 2015 ASM) are intended 

by EC and MC (and by Kane, Adams and McEachem) to mislead other holders ofRDI class B 

voting stock in anticipation of and in connection with the 2015 ASM. 

144. Thus, EC and MC systematically have manipulated their disclosure of actual and 

claimed ownership and control of RD I class B voting stock for the purposes of misleading RDI 

shareholders and facilitating their scheme to seize control of RDI and perpetuate their control of 

RDI. All such actions were purposefully taken by them in derogation of their fiduciary 

obligations, including the duty of disclosure. 

145. Plaintiff is informed and believes that each of Kane, Adams and McEachem were 

party to this scheme. Kane and Adams acted to facilitate this scheme, acting as directors and 

members of the Compensation Committee to effectuate the acquisition by the Estate of 100,000 

shares of class B voting stock, including as alleged herein. 

EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachern Act to Stack the Board With Others Loyal to EC 
and MC 

146. EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachem have acted to add to the RDI Board of 

Directors individuals who share a singular qualification, namely, long-standing friendships with 

EC, MC and/or their mother. 

147. On or about August 1, 2015, a couple days before a RDI board meeting, EC as 

Chairman of the Board included on a Board of Directors agenda an item not previously discussed, 

proposing to add to RDI's Board an individual purported to have needed and sought after real 

estate development experience. The nomination was proposed to the Board with little notice to the 

Board so that the Board would be unable to vet the qualifications and suitability of the candidate 

to RDI's Board. EC has known this individual over twelve years and has a close, personal 

relationship with him, his wife and child, even being referred to as the young child's aunt. 

Additionally, that individual previously had done business with RDI in a manner that caused harm 
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to RDI. When Plaintiff objected based on these factors, EC realized that she could not add to the 

Board someone who had done harm to RDI previously and effectively withdrew that nomination, 

reporting that her nominee had withdrawn it. 

148. On or about October 3, also a few days before a board meeting (similarly allowing 

no time to vet the qualifications and suitability of the candidate to RDI's Board), EC proffered 

another director candidate, Judy Codding. Though apparently experienced in the field of 

education, Ms. Codding has no experience in either of RDI's two principal business segments, 

cinema operations and real estate development. Ms. Codding also has no experience as a director 

of a public company. 

149. However, Ms. Codding maintains a long standing, close personal friendship with 

Mary Cotter, the mother of EC, MC and Plaintiff. Mary Cotter has chosen the side of EC and MC 

in the family disputes between EC and MC, on one hand, and JJC, on the other hand. EC and MC 

both currently reside with Mary Cotter, at least when in metropolitan Los Angeles. 

150. EC, together with Adams, McEachem and Kane, pushed to have Ms. Codding 

added to RD I's Board in advance of the ASM. On October 5, Ms. Codding was made a director 

on an impromptu basis, after only minutes of supposed deliberation by the Board. Each of 

defendants other than Storey (and Plaintiff) acquiesced to EC's request and voted to add this 

person to the Board. Plaintiff is informed and believes that Gould did so as part of an ongoing 

effort to atone for not previously siding with EC and MC in their disputes with Plaintiff, in 

furtherance of his attempt to preserve his position as a director. While Gould asked why such 

appointment needed to be "slammed down" at that meeting and said that more time was needed to 

allow the Nominating Committee to vet Ms. Codding's qualifications, he approved the 

appointment, effectively acknowledging that he was abdicating his responsibilities in order to 

accommodate EC and MC on the critical subject of Board membership. After Ms. Codding's 

appointment to RDI's Board of Directors was disclosed, one of RDI's institutional shareholders 

expressed his disbelief over the appointment of someone with no relevant experience and whose 

activity relating to her employer's alleged violations of the public bidding laws to secure a 

contract with L.A. Unified School District (LAUSD) to provide iPads to schools was under 
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1 scrutiny in a federal criminal investigation. Notwithstanding that Ms. Codding's central role in 

2 Pearson's relationship with LAUSD was publicly reported in the Los Angeles Times within the 

3 last year, none of Adams, McEachem or Kane were aware of, or at least disclosed to the Board 

4 their knowledge of, Ms. Codding's involvement in such alleged criminal activity prior to 

5 recommending her. 

6 151. On October 5, 2015, EC and MC announced to the full RDI Board of Directors that 

7 they determined to have a so-called nominating committee comprised of Kane, Adams and 

8 McEachem propose a board slate of nominees for the RDI's 2015 ASM, which has been set for 

9 November 10, 2015. RDI's counsel indicated that EC and MC's personal lawyer recommended 

10 that EC and MC not be involved in the nominating process and that the Board form a nominating 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

committee for optical reasons, given EC and MC's role as executors of the Estate and trustees of 

the Trust. 

152. Plaintiff is informed and believes that EC and MC previously had determined that 

director Storey would not be nominated to stand for reelection. Plaintiff is further informed and 

believes that, prior to the appointment of such nominating committee, each member of the so-

called nominating committee had agreed to execute the decision of EC and MC to not nominate 

director Storey to be reelected. 

153. Plaintiff is informed and believes that the insistence of director Storey that RDI 

directors act in the interest of all shareholders, not just EC and MC, and his efforts to do so, 

20 account in part for the decision and agreement of EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachem to not 

21 nominate director Storey to stand for reelection at the 2015 ASM. 

22 154. Plaintiff is informed and believes that the supposed nominating committee, or at 

23 least one or more of McEachem, Adams and Kane purporting to act in that capacity, pressured 

24 Storey to resign as a director offering him inducements to resign that they were not authorized to 

25 provide. 

26 155. The supposed nominating committee, acting at the direction and requests of EC and 

27 MC, then selected Michael Wrotniak, who was a candidate about whom EC provided information 

28 to the full Board only a couple days before the Board meeting, to replace Storey. 
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156. Wrotniak does not have expertise in either of RDI's business segments, cinema 

operations and real estate development. Nor does he possess expertise in corporate governance. 

Nor does he possess expertise in any other matter that would be of value to RDI as a public 

company. 

157. However, Wrotniak is the husband of MC's best friend. He was chosen because 

MC and EC expect unwavering loyalty from him. 

158. The supposed nominating committee selected Wrotniak, notwithstanding the fact 

that a senior executive with chief financial officer experience at a public, multi-billion dollar real 

estate services and investment company, experience with Wall Street and years of experience in 

the real estate industry, expressed a willingness to serve on RDI's Board of Directors. That 

candidate had been suggested by Plaintiff and had no ties to any of the Cotters. 

159. By the foregoing actions, EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachern each have 

continued to misuse the corporate machinery of RDI to further the personal financial and other 

interests of each and all of them, including in particular to attempt to rig the vote at the 2015 

ASM, to entrench and perpetuate themselves in exclusive control ofRDI. 

160. Thus, at all times relevant hereto, EC and MC, together with Kane, Adams and 

McEachern, have acted and continue to act, to protect and further their own personal and financial 

interests, and knowingly have done so to the detriment of RDI and all of its shareholders, 

including through their pervasive and ongoing misuse and dismantling of RDI's corporate 

governance machinery and structures and their systematic dissemination to RDI shareholders of 

materially misleading if not inaccurate information, by both commission and omission. For his 

part, Gould has acceded to and approved certain such conduct, and has done so in derogation of 

his fiduciary duties. 

161. On or about October 20, 2015, the Company issued its Proxy Statement for the 

2015 ASM scheduled for November 10, 2015. The Proxy Statement is materially misleading if not 

inaccurate in a number of respects, including the following: 
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a. It states (at page 10) that, under Nevada law, EC and MC, as two of three 

trustees of the Trust, have the power to vote all of the RDI class B voting stock 

held in the name of the Trust on the books and records of the Company; 

b. It states (at page 10) that EC and MC together have the power to vote 

71. 9% of a class B voting stock entitled to vote for directors at the 2015 ASM; 

c. It states (at pages 10 and 11) that the Company is a controlled company 

under NASDAQ listing rules; 

d. It states (at page 1 l)that EC has been appointed as interim President and 

CEO and that the Board has established an Executive Search Committee comprised 

of EC, MC, Adams, Gould and McEachern which, it says, "will consider both 

internal and external candidates." Plaintiff is informed and believes that the 

undisclosed plan is to make EC President and CEO after conducting a search the 

purpose of which is to create the misimpression of a bona fide process; 

e. It states (on page 12) that the "Special Nominating Committee and the 

Board accordingly considered the views of (EC and MC) with respect to the 2015 

Director nominees," when in fact the Special Nominating Committee and every 

member of the Board other than Plaintiff acted as each understood EC and MC 

desired; 

f. It states (on page 12) that Plaintiff"vot[ed] against each of the 

recommended nominees (including himself)," which is inaccurate; 

g. It describes (on page 15) historical business experience of defendant 

Adams, as if that experience is the reason he is a director and id nominated for 

reelection, but fails to disclose his close personal ties to the late JJC, Sr. and to EC 

and MC, and fails to disclose Adams' financial dependence on companies and deals 

controlled by EC and MC; 

h. It describes (at page 15) professional experience of Judy Codding in the 

field of education as if that were the reason she was made a director and is 
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nominated for reelection, but fails to disclose her personal relationship with Mary 

Cotter, the mother of EC and MC; 

1. It describes (at pages 15-16) the role of MC with respect to the Company's 

live theatre operations, and says that she "heads up the re-development process 

with respect to these properties and our Cinemas 1, 2 & 3," but fails to disclose that 

MC successfully has ended the search by the Company for an experienced real 

estate executive to lead its real estate development efforts. Among the reasons MC 

has done so is to create a purported basis for seeking and securing and for which 

she will receive an employment agreement with the Company; 

J. It describes (at page 16) certain professional experience of Kane, including 

experience from 1987 and 1988, but fails to disclose his historical and ongoing 

quasi-familial relationship with EC and MC; 

k. It describes (at page 16) certain professional experience of Wrotniak, as if 

that were the reason he was made a director and is nominated for reelection, but 

fails to disclose the close personal relationship he and his wife have with MC. 

RDI Is Injured 

162. When the individual defendants' complained of conduct became publicly known 

and disseminated, the price at which RDI stock traded dropped, resulting in monetary damages to 

RDI and to RDI stockholders. One or more directors or officers ofRDI observed at or about the 

time that this had occurred. Those damages are estimated to be in excess of $40 million. When 

the actions of the individual defendants (other than Storey) to stack the RDI Board became 

publicly known, RDI stock prices dropped again. 

163. The individual defendants' complained of conduct has resulted in injury to and 

impairment of RD I's reputation and goodwill. The consequences of such damage include 

diminished ability to attract and retain qualified senior executives, increased costs if able to do so, 

an impaired ability to effectuate transactions that may involve use of Company stock as 

consideration, diminished willingness of institutional investors to buy and to hold RDI stock and 

other impairment of and increased costs to conduct fundamental aspects ofRDI's business. 
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164. The individual defendants' complained of conduct effectively has eliminated 

important rights of shareholders, including the right to be timely informed of material 

developments, the right to not be misled, the right to rely on timely and accurate SEC filings and 

the right to have elections for directors that are not manipulated and not rigged. 

165. Certain of the individual defendants' complained of conduct has literally cost RDI 

money, meaning has caused monetary damages to RDI, including for example what amounted to a 

gift of $50,000 to EC. 

Demand Is Excused 

166. Insofar as any or all of the claims made herein are derivative in nature, demand 

upon the RDI board is excused because, among other things, each of the individuals named as 

defendants herein comprising seven of eight board members (and, counting Plaintiff, eight of 

eight) and comprising five of five outside directors, are unable to exercise independent and 

disinterested business judgment in responding to a demand, and because the actions giving rise to 

this action, namely, the threat to terminate JJC and the subsequent actions to do so when he refused 

to be pressured into settling trust and estate litigation with EC and MC on terms satisfactory to 

them, were not bona fide business decisions undertaken honestly and in good faith in the best 

interests of RD I, much less the product of a valid exercise of business judgment. 

167. In that respect, all of the RDI board members named as defendants herein would be 

materially affected, either to their benefit or detriment, by a decision of the RDI board with respect 

to any demand, and would be so affected in a manner not shared by the Company or its 

stockholders, including for the reasons alleged herein. 

168. Additionally, each of the five outside directors is and would be unable to exercise 

independent and disinterested business judgment responding to a demand because, among other 

things, doing so would entail assessing their own liability, including possibly to the Company. 

The same is true particularly with respect to a majority of the outside directors, meaning Adams, 

Kane and McEachem, each of whom lack independence generally and, more particularly with 

respect to the decision to pick sides in a family dispute and terminate Plaintiff as President and 

CEO of RDI, lack disinterestedness, including for the reasons alleged herein, including but not 
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1 limited to Adams' financial dependence on companies controlled or claimed to be controlled by 

2 EC and MC, Kane's quasi-familial relationship with EC and MC and McEachem's decision to 

3 protect and pursue his own personal and financial interest which, Plaintiff is informed and 

4 believes, is based upon McEachem's erroneous expectation that EC and MC ultimately will 

5 prevail and control seventy percent (70%) of the voting stock of the Company, thereby controlling 

6 McEachem's fate as a director. 

7 

8 
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169. Additionally, notwithstanding the foregoing allegations, each of Adams, Kane and 

McEachem lack disinterestedness and independence because each has affirmatively chosen, 

without any obligation to do so and in derogation of their fiduciary obligations as directors of RD I, 

to pick sides in a family dispute involving trust and estate litigation between Plaintiff, on one hand, 

and EC and MC, on the other hand, and to misuse their positions as directors in doing so. Like 

MC and EC, in so acting, they did not act honestly and in good faith in the best interests of RDI. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(For Breach of Fiduciary Duty-Against All Defendants) 

170. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs 1through169, inclusive, of this complaint 

and incorporates them herein by this reference as though set forth in full. 

171. Each of defendants Kane, Adams, McEachem, Storey and Gould at all times 

relevant hereto were directors of RDI. As such, each owed fiduciary duties, including fiduciary 

duties of care, candor, good faith and loyalty, to the Company, to Plaintiff and to other RDI 

shareholders. 

172. The duty of care owed by each of these defendants entails, among other things, an 

obligation to exercise the requisite degree of care in the process of decision making as a director 

and to act on an informed basis. 

173. The duty of care further requires, among other things, that these directors do not act 

with undue haste, a lack of board preparation or a failure of deliberation with respect to the merits 

of any and every supposed business decision. 

174. By the conduct described herein, including in particular but not limited to the 

failure to engage in any process to assess the skills and performance of Plaintiff as President or as 
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1 CEO in connection with the decision to threaten to terminate and to terminate him, and including 

2 but not limited to the conduct herein that amounted to pre-empting any process of doing so and 

3 preventing any bona fide deliberations with respect to such decision, each of defendants Kane, 

4 Adams, McEachem, Storey and Gould have breach their fiduciary obligations, including in 

5 particular their fiduciary duty of care. 

6 17 5. As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of said defendants as 

7 described herein, Plaintiff and the Company and its other shareholders have suffered injury and 

8 continue to suffer injury as alleged herein. 

9 176. Plaintiff cannot ascertain at this time the full nature, extent or amount of damages, 

10 which are in excess of $50,000, suffered by virtue of the complaint of conduct of said defendants. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Plaintiff will amend this complaint and set forth said damages when they are ascertained, 

according to proof at trial. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty - Against MC, EC, Adams, Kane, McEachern and Gould) 

177. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs 1through169, inclusive, of this complaint 

and incorporates them herein by this reference as though set forth in full. 

178. Each of defendants Kane, Adams, McEachem, Storey and Gould at all times 

relevant hereto were directors of RDI. As such, each owed fiduciary duties, including fiduciary 

duties of care, candor and loyalty, to the Company, to Plaintiff and to other RDI shareholders. 

179. The duty of loyalty includes the obligation to not use their positions of control of 

21 the Company, including in particular as directors, to further their own personal or financial 

22 interests or the personal or financial interests of another of them to the detriment of the interests of 

23 . the Company and its shareholders. 

24 180. By the conduct described herein, each of these defendants have undertaken to 

25 further their own interests or the interests of another of them, to the direct, immediate and ongoing 

26 detriment of the Company, Plaintiff and each of its other shareholders. 

27 181. By reason of the foregoing, each of MC, EC, Adams, Kane, McEachem and Gould 

28 have breached their fiduciary obligations, and in particular their fiduciary duties of good faith, 
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loyalty and candor, to the Company and to Plaintiff and all other shareholders of the Company. 

182. As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of said defendants as 

described herein, Plaintiff and the Company and its other shareholders have suffered injury and 

continue to suffer injury as alleged herein. 

183. Plaintiff cannot ascertain at this time the full nature, extent or amount of damages, 

which are in excess of $50,000, suffered by virtue of the complaint of conduct of said defendants. 

Plaintiff will amend this complaint and set forth said damages when they are ascertained, 

according to proof at trial. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty - Against MC and EC) 

184. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 169, inclusive, of this 

complaint and incorporates them herein by this reference as though set forth in full. 

185. Insofar as any or all of Defendants contend that the decision to terminate Plaintiff 

as CEO and President was made based upon a vote of the non-Cotter directors, and independent of 

the fact that such vote was legally ineffectual, the fiduciary breaches alleged above were solicited 

and aided and abetted by MC and EC. 

186. As alleged more fully herein, EC and MC had solicited and assisted the actionable 

conduct of defendants Kane, Adams and McEachem, including in particular but not limited to the 

threat by the three of them to terminate JJC as President and CEO ofRDI if, in the few hours 

between the adjournment of the supposed RDI board meeting on Friday, May 29, 2015 the 

presumption of that supposed meeting at or about 6:00 p.m. that evening, JJC did not reach a 

global settlement agreement with EC and MC, meaning agree to their take-it or leave-it agreement 

or any other such agreement they would demand he accept. 

187. EC and MC further solicited and aided and abetted the decisions and actions of 

defendants Adams, Kane and McEachem to terminate JJC as President and CEO ofRDI. 

188. EC and MC further prompted and aided and abetted the fiduciary breaches of 

Storey and Gould. 

189. Each of EC and MC have acted with knowledge of the fiduciary obligations of the 
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1 five outside directors. Each of EC and MC have acted with knowledge of the manner in which 

2 those fiduciary obligations were breached, and aided and abetted and continue to aide and abed 

3 said breaches. Accordingly, each of EC and MC are liable for aiding and abetting those fiduciary 

4 breaches. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

190. As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of said defendants as 

described herein, Plaintiff and the Company and its other shareholders have suffered injury and 

continue to suffer injury as alleged herein. 

191. Plaintiff cannot ascertain at this time the full nature, extent or amount of damages, 

which are in excess of $50,000, suffered by virtue of the complaint of conduct of said defendants. 

Plaintiff will amend this complaint and set forth said damages when they are ascertained, 

according to proof at trial. 

Irreparable Harm 

192. As a result of the ongoing acts of Defendants, the Company, Plaintiff and other RDI 

shareholders have suffered and will continue to suffer immediate and ongoing irreparable injury 

for which no adequate remedy at law exists, including as alleged herein. Accordingly, Plaintiff is 

entitled to temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief restraining Defendants, and each 

of them, from continuing their course of conduct and undertaking further actions in derogation of 

their fiduciary obligations, and to an order and judgment finding that the actions undertaken to date 

to threaten JJC with termination and thereafter terminate JJC as President and CEO of RDI, as well 

as their actions undertaken in furtherance of the self-dealing and entrenchment scheme alleged 

herein, are legally ineffectual and of no force and effect, will be enjoined, or both. 

193. In particular, unless such injunctive relief is granted, Plaintiff, the Company and 

other shareholders will suffer irreparable harm for which no adequate remedy at law exists. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

25 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants and each of them, jointly 

26 and severally, as follows: 

27 1. For relief restraining and enJ01n1ng Defendants from taking further action to 

28 effectuate or implement the (legally ineffectual) termination of Plaintiff as President and CEO of 
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RDI· , 

2. For a determination that the purported termination of Plaintiff as President and 

CEO of RD I was legally ineffectual and is of no force and effect; 

3. For entry of an order that: 

a. Finds that that three or more of EC, MC, Kane, Adams and/or McEachem 

lacked the requisite disinterestedness and/or lacked independence and/or failed to 

act with the requisite disinterestedness and/or independence in voting (and 

purporting to act as) directors ofRDI to remove Plaintiff as President and CEO of 

RDI, finds that such action is voidable and declares such action void and legally 

ineffectual, such that Plaintiff is restored to the positions of President and CEO of 

RDI (unless and until such time as he resigns or is removed by way of proper and 

legally enforceable procedure); 

b. Enjoins the individual defendants and each of them, and their agents, from 

any and all actions to circumvent, impair the function of or render ineffective RDI's 

full Board of Directors, including in particular but not limited to any and all actions 

to (i) delay the delivery of draft minutes ofRDI Board of Directors meetings and/or 

cause minutes to be edited or revised to suit the litigation purposes of any or all of 

EC, MC, Kane, Adams and McEachem, (ii) cause the failure or untimely delivery 

of agendas and materials to be used at RDI Board of Directors meetings, (iii) cause 

minutes of RD I Board of Directors meeting to be inaccurate, misleading or 

incomplete, and (iv) cause the EC Committee or any other committee of the Board 

of Directors (other than its audit and compensation committees in the ordinary 

course of business) to take any actions, to make any decisions or to otherwise act or 

fail to act in place or in lieu of the full Board of Directors with respect to any and 

all decisions of the type or nature that can be made by RDI's Board of Directors 

(rather than by its senior executives); 

c. Directs RDI and the individual defendants to make such corrective 

disclosures as are determined by the Court to be appropriate, with such disclosures 
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4. 

obligations; 

required to be made in advance of RDI's 2015 ASM or, alternatively, orders that 

the 2015 ASM to be postponed pending such corrective disclosures; 

d. Enjoins the individual defendants and each of them, and their agents, from 

manipulating the 2015 ASM, including by entering an order sterilizing or voiding 

any vote they cast at or in connection with the 2015 ASM of the 100,000 shares of 

class B voting stock that were the subject of an option purportedly exercised in or 

about September 2015; and 

e. Requires that nominees for RDI's Board of Directors have bona fide 

qualifications to serve on the board of a public company engaged in RDI's two 

principal business segments, cinemas and real estate development. 

For judgment against each of the Defendants for breach of their respective fiduciary 

5. For actual and compensatory damages incurred by RDI and against each of 

Defendants other than Storey in an amount according to proof at trial; 

6. For costs of suit herein; and 

7. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

DATED this 22nd day of October, 2015. 

LEWIS ROCA ROTHGERBER LLP 

Isl Mark G. Krum 
Mark G. Krum (Nevada Bar No. 10913) 
3993 Howard Hughes Pkwy, Suite 600 
Las Vegas, NV 89169-5958 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
James J Cotter, Jr. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Annette Jaramillo, declare as follows: 

I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to the within entitled action. I am a 
legal assistant acting at the direction of Lewis Roca Rothgerber LLP, 3993 Howard Hughes 
Parkway, Suite 600, Las Vegas, Nevada 89169. 

On October 22, 2015, I served the attached: 

• JAMES J. COTTER, JR.'S FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT 

on the interested parties in said action, as follows: 

Mark E. Ferrario, Esq. 
Leslie S. Godfrey, Esq. 
Lance Coburn, Esq. 
GREENBERG TRAURIG LLP 
ferrariom@gtlaw.com 
godfreyl@gtlaw.com 
Attorneys for Reading International, Inc. 

Christopher Tayback, Esq . 
Marshall M. Searcy, Esq. 
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & 
SULLIVAN LLP 
christayback@guinnemanuel.com 
marshallsearcy@quinnemanuel.com 
Attorneys for Defendants Margaret Cotter, 
Ellen Cotter, Douglas McEachern, Guy Adams 
and Edward Kane 

Ekwan E. Rohow, Esq. 
Bonita D. Moore, Esq. 
BIRD, MARELLA, BOXER, WOLFPERT, 
NESSIM, DROOKS, LINCENGERG & 
RHOW 
eer@birdmarella.com 
bdm@birdmarella.com 
Attorneys for Defendants William Gould and 
Timothy Storey 

Adam C. Anderson, Esq. 
PATTI, SCRO, LEWIS & ROGER 
aanderson@pslrfirm.com 
Derivatively on behalf of Reading 
International, Inc. 

-48-

H. Stan Johnson, Esq. 
COHEN-JOHNSON, LLC 
sjohnson@cohenjohnson.com 
Attorneys for Defendants Margaret Cotter, 
Ellen Cotter, Douglas McEachern, Guy Adams 
and Edward Kane 

Donald A. Lattin, Esq. 
Carolyn K. Renner, Esq. 
MAUPIN, COX & LeGOY 
dlattin@mclrenolaw.com 
crenner@mclrenolaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendants William Gould and 
Timothy Storey 

Alexander Robertson, Esq. 
ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 
arobertson@arobertsonlaw.com 
Derivatively on behalf of Reading 
International, Inc. 
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1 and caused to be served via the Court's E-Filing System DAP/Wiznet, on all interested parties in 

2 the above-referenced matter. The date and time of the electronic service is in place of the date and 

3 place of deposit in the mail. 

4 

5 
DATED this 22nd day of October, 2015. 

6 /s/ Annette Jaramillo 

7 
An Employee of Lewis Roca Rothgerber LLP 
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1 VERIFICATION OF JAMES J. COTTER, JR, OF FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED 

2 COMPLAINT 

3 I, James J. Cotter Jr., declare as follows: 

4 1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and competent to testify to the matters set 

5 forth herein. Pursuant to all applicable laws, I swear as follows: 

6 2. As a shareholder of Reading International, Inc. ("RDI"), I am plaintiff in the above-

7 captioned action. 

8 3. As stated in the First Amended Verified Complaint (the "First Amended 

9 Complaint"), I am and at all times relevant to this action have been a shareholder of nominal 

10 defendant RDI. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. I have read the First Amended Complaint and am familiar with the contents thereof. 

The factual allegations therein are true based upon my personal knowledge, except for those 

matters set forth upon information and belief, which I believe to be true, as well. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED this ·2'2..t! day of October, 2015. 

JR. 
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1 liability company, doing business as KASE 
1 MANAGEMENT; T2 PARTNERS 

2 1 
.• Iv1ANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a Delaware 

limited liability company, doing business as 
3 , KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 

l\1ANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 
4 liability company; PACIFIC CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 
5 liability company; Derivatively On Behalf of 

!1 Reading International, Inc. 
6i 

I • l Plaintiffs, 
71 

VS, 

8 
MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, 

9 j' GUY ADAl'vlS, ED\VARD KANE, . 
l DOUGLAS McEACHERN, TIMOTHY 

10 1 STOREY, WILLIAM GOULD, AND DOES 1 
THROUGH 100, inclusive, 

11 
Defendants, 

1., I 
. .6o ~ 

'And, 
13 ·-------------.-.-----···"----·~-----------.-.-······-------·~---------------·······--·--·-~ 

14 1 READING INTERNATIONAL, lNC., a ! 
~ j. Nevada corporation, t 

:: I < ~ _ ~om~: Defen~1t _ -·~-J 
17 Plaintiffs, T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 

18 i business as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT; T2 ACCREDITED FT.JND, LP, a Delaware 
j' 

19!limited partnership, doing business as KASE F1JND; T2 QUALIFIED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
I 

20 limited partnership, doing business as KASE QUALIFIED FUND; TILSON OFFSHORE Fl.TND, 

21 1· LTD, a Ca~m.an Is~an~~ exempted com~any; T.2 PA.RTI~E:~ MA~AGEM~N'J~ I, ,LLC, a 

22 1 Delaware lmuted hab1hty company, dmng busmess as KA:sb MANAGEMENI; I 2 PARTNERS 

23 MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, doing business as Ki\.SE 

24 . GROUP; JMG CAPITAL Mi\.NAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company; 

25 PACIFIC CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, derivatively 

26 On Behalf of Reading International, Inc. (hereinafter "Plaintiffs"), by and through their attorneys, 

27 individuaHy and derivatively on behalf of Reading International, Inc. ("RDI" or the "Company") 

28 1 submit this shareholder derivative complaint (the ''complaint") against the defendants named 
! 

t 18859.1 
l 

2 
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! 
' 

1 herein based upon their personal knowledge as to those allegations concerning themselves and 

2 . based upon information and belief as to all other allegations, based upon, among other things, the ! . ~ 

3 • investigation made by their attomeys, the pleadings filed in this action, a review ofthe United 

4 States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") filings, press releases, and other public 

5 records. 

61 INTRODUCTION ...__..._.._,_"' 

7 
' 1. This is a shareholder derivative action brought on behalf of Nominal Defendant 

8 RDI against members of its Board of Directors, which include MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN 

9 I COTTER, GUY ADAMS, ED\VA.RD KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, TIMOTHY STOREY 

10 !.! and WILLIAM GOULD (hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Director Defendants"), by 
! < 

U ! P]ainti±To;;, vvho are now, and at all relevant tirnes herein have been shareholders of RDL 
' 

12 PlaintiffT2 ACCREDITED FUND, L.P., is a Delavvare limited pmtnership doing 

13 1 business as Kt'\SE CAPITAL, which mvns 174,019 shmes of Class A non-voting stock ofRDI, 

141 with an estimated market value as of August 5, 2015 of$2,110,850. PlaintiffT2 PARTNERS 

15 MANAGEMENT I, LLC, is Delaware limited liability company and general partner ofPlaintiff, 

16 T2 ACCREDITED FU"ND, L.P. 

3. PlaintiffT2 QUALIFIED FT.JND, L.P,, is a Delaware limited partnership doing 

18 business as KASE QUALIFIED FUND, vvhich owns 53,817 shares of Class A non-voting stock of 

19 • RDI, with an estimated market value as of August 5, 2015 of $652,8002L Plaintifl'T2 

20 PARTNERS MANAGEiv1ENT I, LLC., is Delaware limited liability com.pany and general partner 

21 ofPlaintiff, T2 QUALIFIED FUND, L.P. 

22 4, Plaintiff TILSON OFFSHORE FUND, Ltd,, is an exempted company organized in 

23 the Cayman Islands and owns 291,406 shares of Class A non-voting stock ofRDI, with an 

24 • estimated rnarket valut: as of August 5, 2015 of $771,104.10. 

25 5. PlaintiffT2 PARTNERS IvL\NAGEMENT, LP., is a Delaware limited partnership 

26 · doing business as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, and is the investment manager of 

27 · Plaintiffs, TILSON OFFSHORE FUND, Ltd., T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP., and T2 

28 

l 8859.1 3 
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1 · QUALIFIED FUND, LP. Whitney Tilson, a nationally known hedge fund manager, is a resident 
r 

2!' ofthe State ofNew York and is the managing member and CCO of all three ofthese Plaintiffs. 
! 

3 1 6. PlaintiffT2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC., is a Delaware limited 

4 liability company and general partner ofT2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP. 

5 7. PlaintiffJMG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC., is a limited liability company 
q 

6ll organized in the State of Delaware, which m:vns 10,000 shares of Class A non-voting stock of 
I 
' 

7 RDI, with an estimated market value as of August 5, 2015 of$121,300. 

Plaintiff PACIFIC CAPITAL MANAGE:tv1ENT, LLC., is a Dela\vare limited .. 
i 

91· liability company, which ovvns 515,934 shares of Class A non-voting stock ofRDI, with an 
~ 

10 estimated market value as of August 5, 2015 of$6,258,279AO. 

11 JONATFJAN J'vt GLASER is the managing member of both JMG CAPITAL 

12 MANA{JEMENT. LLC., and PACIFIC CAPITAL :tvi/\.,_1\fAGEMENT, LLC. 

131' 10. Nominal Defendant RDl is a Nevada corporation and, according to its public filings 

14 ! with the SEC, is an internationally diversified company principally focused on the development, 
! 
I 

15 1 ovvnership and operation of entertainment and real estate assets in the United States, Australia and 

16 New Zealand. RDI reportedly employs approximately 2,300 people and operates in two business 

l7j segments, narnely, cinema exhibition, through approxhnately 58 multiplex cinemas, and real 
L 

18 f estate, including real estate development and the rental of retail, conm1ercial and live theatre 

19 assets. The company manages world-wide cinemas in the ·united States, Australia and New 

20 l Zealand. For the fiscal vear ending l\hrch 31, 2015, RD I reported total operating revenue of 
! I _, -
1.1 

21 ! $60,585,000. 
I 

22 11. RDI has two classes of stock, Class A stock is held by the investing public, which 

23 holds no voting rights. As ofMay 6, 2015, there were 21,745,484 shares of Class A non-voting 

24 common stock (NASDAQ: RDl). The RDI non-voting shares of Class A stock represent 93~.1.) of 
i 

25 j' the economics of the Company. Class B stock is the sole voting stock with respect to the election 

261 of directors. As of~1ay 6, 2015, there were 1,580,590 shares of Class B voting common stock 

27 ~ (NASDAQ: RDIB). Approximately soc;,·(, ofthe Class A stock is legally or bendicially ovv11ed by 

28 shareholders unrelated to Cotter family members. Approximately 70~·1! ofthe Class B stock is 

~ ' 18859.1 4 
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1 subject to disputes between Defendants Margaret Cotter and Ellen Cotter, on the one hand, and 

2!. their brother James J, Cotter, Jr., on the other hand. These disputes involve trust and probate 

3! litigation, entitled, In Re James J. Cotter, Living Trust, dated August 1, 2000, Los Angek~s 
' I 

4 Superior Court Case No. BP159755 and In the A1atter of the Estate ofJames J Cotter, Sr., Clark 

5 County District Corni Case No. P-14-082942-E (hereinafter reterred. to collectively as the "Trust 

6j1 and Estate Litigation").· 
l 

7 I 12. Plaintiffs bring this derivative action to police the behavior ofRDI's board of 
l 

8 ! directors, who have breached their fiduciary duties of due care and loyalty to the shareholders by 

9 allowing (l) family disputes between directors Margaret and Ellen Cotter, on the one hand, and 

10 I their brother, James J. Cotter, Jr., on the other hand, to spill over into the boardroom, infecting the 
' 

! 
11 1 corporate governance of this publicly-traded company, imperiling the immediate and long term 

12, prospects of the Company; (2) resulted in self-dealing by Cotter flm1ily members; and (3) 
l. 
I 

13 J corporate waste through excessive compensation for the directors and the payment of personal 

14 expenses of Cotter family members from the Company's treasury. 

15 d 13. From between 2000 up until he resigned on or about August 7, 2014, James J. 

16 [I Cotter, Sr. was the CEO and Chainmm of the Board of RDL Based upon filings with the SEC, 
b 
I 

171 James J. Cotter, Sr. controlled approximately 70% ofthe Class B voting stock ofRDl. 

18 Accordingly, James J. Cotter, Sr. unilaterally selected and elected the hoard of directors. Based 

19 upon the allegations contained in the complaint filed in this action by James J. Cotter, Jr. (JJC's 

20 I Complaint), his father ran the company as he saw fit, "without meaningful oversight or input from 

21 the board of directors." JJC's Complaint further alleges that his father "did not seek directors that 

22 . could add signit1cant value but sought out friends to fill out the 'independent' member 
' I. 

23 I requirements." JJC's Complaint also alleges that in December of 2006, his father submitted a 

24 succession plan to the board, which entailed James Cotter, Jr. assuming his father's position as 

CEO and Chairman upon his father's retirement or death. According to JJC's Complaint, the hoard .," 
~:I approved ofhis father's succession plan1n December of2006. 

27 14. James J. Cotter, Jr. was appointed Vice-Chaim1an ofthe board in 2007. Tht~ RDI 

28 board appointed him president ofRDI on or about June 1, 2013. 

~~~ 18859.1 
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li 15. On or about September 13, 2014, Jarnes J. Cotter, Sr. passed. 

2 16, According to JJCs Complaint, shortly after the passing of their father, James J. 

3 Cotter, k's sisters, Defendants Margaret and Ellen Cotter, initiated the Trust and Estate Litigation 

4~· over who should control the RDI voting stock previously controlled by their rather. 

Sl 17, JJC alleges that his sisters, l'vlargaret and Ellen Cotter, conspired with directors 

6 Kane, Adams and McEachern to tem1inate him as the president and CEO ofRDI, because he 

7 1! refused to acquiesce to threats to settle the Trust and Estate Litigation on tem1s demanded by his 

sl sisters. James J. Cotter, Jr. also alleges that on June 12,2015. Defendants Ellen Cotter, Margaret I - . . -
' 

9 Cotter, Adams, Kane and McEachern each voted to terminate him as President and CEO of RDI 

10 because he refused to accept his sisters' "take-it-or-leave-it" settlement offer made in the Trust and 

11 1 Estate Litigation. 

18. JJ C's Complaint further alleges that outside directors, 1V1argaret Cotter, Kane, 

Adams and 1\,1cEachern, and inside director Ellen Cotter, breached their fiduciary duties owed to 

14 RDI and its shareholders by tlm:atening, and later tenninating him as the President and CEO of 

15 { RDl, because he refused to accept his sisters' "take-it-or-leave-it'' settlement offer in the Trust and 

l -IE ~·· . . 6 · -~state tltlgatlOn. 

19. On or about August 3, 2015, James J, Cotter, Jr. filed a motion to expedite 

18 i discovery and a motion for preliminary injunction in this action ("JJC's Motion"). JJCs Motion 

19 alleges that subsequent to the filing ofhis complaint on June 12, 2015, Defendants, Ellen Cotter, 

20 Margaret Cotter, Kane and Adams fonned an 11 executive conunittee'l ofthe board, and have frozen 

21 out the remaining three directors from all participation and communication with the board of 

22 i directors ofRDL JJC's Motion claims that Defendants Ellen and :rvfargaret Cotter, together with 
I 

231· Kane and Adams, have effectively reduced the size of the board from eight members to four 
I 

24 members, in violation ofthe Company's Bylaws. 

25 20. Although the Com.pany would normally hold its annual meeting in May of2015, 

26

1

1
• the family disputes alleg~d herein an.d!or the ~t~rrent parties controlling_ the Company have . , 

2 7 1 prevented the Company trom prepa.rmg and hlmg a proxy statement w1th the SEC and holdmg 1ts 

28 annual meeting. The Company's last annual meeting was held nearly 15 months ago on May 15, 
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1! 2014. The failure to hold its mmual meeting in the near ±uturejeopardizes the Company's I ~ . 
2} continued listing on NASDAQ pursuant to NASDAQ's Continued Listing rule 5620(a), and 

I 
I 

3 
1 

thf.:refore greatly imperils the Company's market valuation c-md its cost of capitaL 

4 2L Further, the failure to have truly independent directors puts at risk the Company's 

5 !·continued listing on NASDAQ pursuant to NASDAQ Continm.:d Listing Rule 5605(b) similarly L . 
6 ! threatening the Company's market valuation and its cost of capitaL 

• 

7 DEIVIA.ND IS EXCUSED 

81" 22. Demand upon the board of directors required by NRCP 23.1 is excused under 
' 1 

9 Shoen v. SAC Holding Cmporation, 137 P. 3d 1171, because the protection nom1ally atlorded 

10 directors under the business judgment rule is inapplicable to protect tbe Director Defendants 

H 1 herein. Specifically, a majority ofthe Director Dei1mdants have put their own personal financial 

12! interests ahead of the public shareholders' interests in making the decision to fire James J. Cotter, 
I 
I 
I 

13! k as CEO and President ofRDI, and/or \vere controUed and unduly in±1uenced by directors 
' 

14 Margaret and Ellen Cotter, who have a pecuniary interest in the outcome of the Trust and Estate 

15 litigation. The Trust and Estate Litigation is not the business of RDI, or its board of directors, and 
~ 

16! the decision on June 12, 2015 to fire James J. Cotter, Jr., because he refused to accept a settlement 
I 
I 
t 

17' offer his sisters made to him in the unrelated Trust and Estate Litigation was not based upon James 

18 J. Cotter, Jr.'s performm1ce as President a11d CEO ofRDL Since he became President and CEO, 
i 

19 i RDI's stock price had risen from $8.17 per shm·e to $13.88 per share on the day he was fired. Since 
! 

20 he was fired, RDI's stock price has dropped significantly to 11.78 per share as of July 31, 2015. 

21 . 23. Further, as alleged more fully belovv, on or about November 13,2014, two months 

22!. after the passing of James J. Cotter, Sr., the Director Defendants voted to raise their annual 
t 

23 directors' fees by 43% and gave each non-employee director additional compensation in the fom1 

24 of stock options and one-time cash compensation, Additionally, in or about March of 2015, the 

25 Directors Defendants approved payment to Deff.:ndants Kane, Admns, IvkEachem and Gould of an 
! . . . 

26! extra $25,000 f(:w the first six months of2015. The Director Defendants also approved the 
l 

27 payment of$75,000 to Defendant Storey fo:rthe first six months of2015. The Director 

28 Defendants promoted their own personal interests over the interests of the Company and its 

]8859.1 7 
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1 ,. shareholders by approving the above-described excessive compt:nsation to themselves at a time 

21 when the Company's stock price had dramatically fl-11len and the corporate governance ofthe 

3 Company vvas out of control. These acts of wasting the corporate assets to promote their mv11 

4 personal financial interests further makes these Defendants 11interested directors''. 

Edward 1\)me is an "Interested" Director: 
- ------ .................... _ .. ,_.,. ---- ,._,.,. 

24. As alleged in JJC's Complaint, Defendant Edward Kane was a life-long friend of 

James J. Cotter, Sr., and Defendants Margaret and Ellen Cotter refer to him as "Uncle Ed." Jarnes 

8 Cotter, Jr, alleges that based upon this quasi-familial intimate relationship, Defendant Kane sought 

9 a raise for Ellen Cotter shortly after her father passed, in order for Ellen Cotter to qualify for a Joan 
: 
" 10 r to pmchase a condominium in Lagtma Beach, California. Cotter, Jr. alleges that Kane wrote a 
. 
l 

11 1 letter to Ellen Cotter's lender in order to help her qualify fi.1r her loan, claiming that he was the 

l2 Chaim1an ofthe RDI Compensation Cornmittee, which "anticipate[ d) a total cash compensation 
i 131 increase of no less than 20%n for Ellen Cotter, when in fact he had no authoritv to do so and the 

I 
14 study that had been commissioned to justify Ellen Cotters' pay increase failed to justify the 

15 increase. Further, James Cotter, Jr. alleges that on January 16, 2015, Kane sent him an email 

16 suggesting that Ellen Cotter be given the title she wanted and that I'v1argaret Cotter be treated as a 
l 

17 "co-equal with [a] new head of domestic real estate [and] [t]hat she and the new bead vviil report to 

18 
1 

you and you Vl'ill resolve any cont1icts between them that they cam10t resolve themselves [and] 
' 

19 you will make a title for Margaret Cotter as a new employee of the Company .. ,,'' 

20 25. James Cotter, Jr. fmther alleges that Defendant Kane has made "rants to JJC about 

21 1 The Godfather' and the Corleone family from that series of movies, even including a suggestion 

' 
22 that tem1ination of JJC would be analogous to the murder of someone disrespecting a Corleone 

23 tamily member!' 

•')6 L,, Defendant Kane \Vas dearly controlled and unduly influenced by Defendants Ellen 

25 Cotter and Margaret Cotter when he voted to terminate James J. Cotter, Jr. as President and CEO 

26 ofRDI. 

27 27 ' . Further, Defendant Kane is alleged to have committed corporate waste by voting 

28j for and receiving excessive compensation. 
I 
l 
~ l8359.J 
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2 28. James Cotter, Jr. further alleges that Adams' sworn testimony in his divorce 

3 . proceedings indicated he lost approximately 70~·'0 of his investments in 2007-2008 and that he 

I 
4 1 derives approximately 70(!-'o- 80°1~) of his income from entities which Ellen and Margaret Cotter 

I 
t 

5~ exercise controL Further, James Cotter, Jr. alleges that Ellen Cotter promised Adams he would be 

6 appointed CEO ofRDI upon James J. Cotter's termination, which promise \Vas made prior to 

71 Adams voting to fire Cotter, Jr. 

8. '19 .!.,_ • Jarnes Cotter, Jr. also alleges that on or about May 2013, l-\dams entered into an 

9 agreement with James Cotter, Sr., whereby Adams received a carried interest in certain real estate 

10 projects and alleges that the decision on whether Adams' interests \:>v'ill be monetized and the extent 

11 to which they will be monetized rests with Ellen Cotter and Margaret Cotter, the administrators of 

121 the estate of James Cotter, Sr. Defendant Adams vvas dearly controlled and unduly int1uenced by 

13 t Defendants Ellen Cotter and Margaret Cotter when he voted to terminate James J. Cotter, Jr. as ' ~ I 

14 President and CEO of RDI. 

15 . 30. Further, Defendant Adams is alleged to have committed corporate waste by voting 

16~ for and receiving excessive compensation. 
~ 

17 

18 As alleged in JJC's Complaint, Margaret Cotter is an outside director ofRDI and is 31. 
! 

19j• cu1Tent1y engaged in the Trust and Estate Litigation, whereby it is alleged she and her sister, Ellen, 
' ' 

·"'! {' t kiF~ 
I 

~ 
21 

seek to invalidate James Cotter, Sr.'s trust document in order to obtain voting control ofRDI's 

Class B stock sufficient to elect RDPs directors. James Cotter, Jr. alleges that J\t1argaret Cotter, 

22 together with her sister, threatened to and then later did have him fired as President and CEO of 

23 RDI because he refused to accept a "tak:e-it-or-leave-if' settlement offer made by Margaret and 

241, Ellen Cotter in the Trust and Estate Litigation, Margaret Cotte-r was clearly "interested" in the 

25! decision to fire her brother, James J. Cotter, k as President and CEO ofRDI. 
I 

26 Ellen Cotter is an "Iuterestc(.]" Director: 

27 As alleged in JJC's Complaint, Ellen Cotter is an inside director of RDI and is 

28 ·currently engaged in the Trust and Estate Litigation whereby it is alleged she and her sister, 
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I 
I 

1 1 Margaret, seek to invalidate James Cotter, Sr.'s trust docum.ent in order to obtain voting control of 

2 RDl's Class B stock sufficient to elect RDI's directors. James Cotter, Jr. alleges that Ellen Cotter, 

3 together with her sister, threatened to and then later did have him fired as President and CEO of 

4 RDI because he refused to accept a "take-it-or-leave-it" settlement offer made by Margaret and 

5 1 Ellen Cotter in the Trust and Estate Litigation. Ellen Cotter was clearly "interested" in the 
d 

6 r decision to fire her brother. James J. Cotter. k as President and CEO ofRDL 

7 l 'Elhm Cotfel\ IYhU~!l't~t Cotter, Edw~n.l K~llC,Jl!lfL!imu.l<htms Arc Int(~r~~stcd 
I 
I 
' 

9 to Four: 

.As alleged in JJC's Motion, Defendants Ellen and Margaret Cotter, together with 

U! Kane and Adams have fom1ed an "Executive Comrnittee" of the board, the practical effect of 

12 which has been to freeze out directors James J. Cotter, Jr., William Gould and Timothy Storey (the 

l3 same directors \Vho voted not to terminate James l Cotter, Jr. as President and CEO ofRDI), from 

14 any participation on the board of directors of the Company. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, 

15 ·and thereon allege that the Bylaws ofthe Company require eight directors. Further, NASDAQ's 

16 1 Continuing Listing Rule 5605(b) requires the Company's board of directms to have a majority of 

17 • independent directors. By effectively reducing the number of directors from eight to four on an ad 

18 hoc basis, these Director Defendants have violated NASDAQ's Rule 5605(b) and jeopardized the 

19 Company's continued listing on that exchange, Further, these Defendants are dearly "interested 

20 ! • directors" and any demand upon them to restore James J. Cotter, Jr. as the President and CEO of 
l 

21 I the Company, disgorge their excessive compensation, ceast: other manners of self-dealing and 
' 

22 follow proper corporate governance practices would be futile. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

24 (Bn:ach of Fiduciary Duty- Against Director Defendants) 

25 34. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 33, inclusive, of the complaint 

26 • and incorporate them herein by this reference. 

2""f I ' I 
' I i· I / / 

·")(.) lf; 
.M!O , l I 
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1 35. Each ofthe Director Defendants were directors ofRDI at all relevant times alleged 

2 .I herein. As such, each owed fiduciary duties, including duties of due care and loyalty, to the 

31 Company and to Plaintiffs and other RDI shareholders. 

4 ! 36. The duty of due care owed by each Director Defendant required the directors to 
I 
I 
I 

5 1 exercise that care that a reasonably prudent person in a similar position would use under similar 

6 circumstances. This duty of due care required the Director Defendants to not act with undue 

7 haste, a lack of board preparation or a failure of deliberation with respect to the merits of every 

8 ·business decision and to not take sides in a fi:nnily dispute bet\veen directors. 
i 

9 i · 3 7. The duty of loyalty owed by each Director Defendant requires directors to act in 

10 I good faith and in the best interest of the Company and the shareholders and to refrain from acts 
I 

11 which advance their O\\-TI personal or financial interests over the interest of the Cornpany and its 

12 · shareholders. 

38. By taking sides in a family dispute between Ellen and Margaret Cotter, on the one 

14. hand, against James J. Cotter, Jr., on the other hand, because James J. Cotter, Jr. refused to accept 

15 a "take-it-or-leave-it'! settlement offer made by his sisters in the Trust and Estate Litigation, the 

16 Directors Defendants breached their duties of due care and loyalty owed to the Company, 

17 i Plaintiff;;; and other RDI shareholders. 

181 ' 3 9. On or about June 12, 2015, the Director Defendants caused to be filed v-ith the SEC 
' < 

19! a Form 8-K, which disclosed to the market that the Director Defendants had tenninated the ' . I 
I 

20 employment of James J. Cotter, Jr. as President and CEO of the Company, and that the Directors 

21 Defendants had appointed Ellen Cotter as Chairperson and CEO. That 8-K also disclosed to the 

22 1 1narket that on June 12, 2015 James J. Cotter, k filed a lawsuit against the Director Defendants 
I 

23 r alleging that they had breached their t1duciary duties in terminating him. On June 12, 2015 RDI's 
I 
I 

24 Class A stock price was $13.88 per share. Since the Form 8-K was filed, RDI's stock price has 

25 dropped dramatically to $11.78 as of July 31, 2015. 

26 40. Fmiher, on or about November 13, 2014, two months after the passing of James l 
! 

27 i Cotter, Sr., the Director Defendants voted to raise their annual directors' fees by 43% and 2ave H .. ,_, 

281 each non-employee director additional compensation in the fom1 of stock options and one-time 
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I 
I 

i 
I 

1 cash compensation. Additionally, in or about March of 20 15, the Directors Defendants approved 

2 payrment to Defendants Kane, Adams, McEachern and Gould of an extra $25,000 for the first six 
! 31 months of2015. The Director Defendants also approved the payment of$75,000 to Defendant 

41 Storey for the ±irst six months of 2015. The Director Defendants promoted their ow-r1 personal 
' I 

5 interests over the interests of the Company and its shareholders by approving the above-described 

6 1 • excessive compensation to themselves at a time when the Company's stock price had dramatically 
i 

7 . fallen and the corporate governance of the Company was out of controL Accordingly, the Director 
I 

8 1 Defendants further breached their duties of due care and loyalty owed to the Company and its 

9 shareholders. 

10 41. Further, Plaintiffs are inh.)rmed and believe, and thereon allege that some time 

11 ! subsequent to the filing of JJC's Complaint, Defendants, Ellen Cotter, Margaret Cotter, Kcme and 

12 ! . Adams formed an ad hoc 11Executive Committee~', and have frozen out directors James J. Cotter, 
I 
I 
I 

13 Jr., \Villiarn Gould and Timothy Storey from any participation on the board of directors, thereby 

14 eflectively reducing the number of directors from eight to four. 

42. As a direct and proximate result ofthe breaches of fiduciary duties alleged herein, 

Company and its shareholders have suffered and continue to suffer damages. 

17 43. Plaintiffs cam1ot ascertain at this time the fuiJ nature, extent or amount of damages 

18j• suffered by the Plaintiffs and the Company, which are in excess of $50,000. Plaintiffs will amend 

l 19 1 this complaint when the amount of darn ages is ascertained according to proof at the time of triaL 
I 

20 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

21 (Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty~· 

22 Against Defendants Margaret Cotter and EHen Cotter) 

23 44. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 43, inclusive, of this complaint 

24 ' and incorporate them herein by this reference as though fully set forth herein. 

25 45. As more fully alleged in JJCs Complaint, Defendants Margaret and Ellen Cotter 

26 i. solicited Defendants Kane, Adams and McEachern to threaten to fire James J. Cotter, Jr. as 

271 President and CEO of RDI during the few hours between !he adjournment of the RDI board 

28 meeting on Friday, May 29, 2015 and the resmnption of that board meeting at 6:00p.m. that same 

18859.1 12 
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L 
' 1 ! day if James J. Cotter, Jr, did not accept a "take-it-or-leave-it" settlement offer made by Ellen and 

2 1, Margaret Cotter in the Trust and Estate Litigation. Defendants Ellen and Margaret Cotter aided 

3 I and abetted the Director Defendants to breach their fiduciary duties owed to tb.~ Company, 
! 

4 Plaintiffs and the other RDI shareholders by firing Jam(~.s J. Cotter, Jr. as President and CEO of 

5 RDI on Jlme 12, 2015 because he refused to accept a "take-it-or-leave-it'' settlement offer made by 

6 j1 Ellen and lVIargaret Cotter in the Trust and Estate Litigation. 

I 7 1 46. Defendants Ellen and l'v1argaret Cotter acted with knowledge of the fiduciary duties 
' 

8 of the other Director Defendants. Ellen and Margaret Cotter acted with knowledge of the manner 

9 , in which those fiduciary duties were breached, and aided and abetted and continue to aid and abet 
~: ' 

10 \ said breaches. Accordingly, Ellen and :Margaret Cotter are liable for aiding and abetting those 

11 fiduciary breaches. 

47~ Further, Defendants Kane, Adams, and McEachern also aided and abetted the 

13 ! breach of fiduciary duties of each other by approving and ratifying the \Vaste of corporate assets in 
l 

14 ! • the fom1 of excessive compensation for themselves as alleged herein . 
. , 

15 ! 48, As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of said defendants as 
I 

16 described herein, the Company and its shareholders have suffered damages in excess of $50,000. 

17 49. Plaintiffs cannot ascertain at this time the full nature, extent or amount of damages 

181 suffered by virtue of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs \Vill an1end this complaint to set forth such 
1. 

19 ! damages when they are ascertained according to proof at the time of trial. 

20 THIRD CAUSE UF ACTION 

(Abuse of Contnll by Director Defendants) 

50. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 43, inclusive, of this complaint 

23 and incorporate them herein by this reference as though fully set for in fulL 

24 51. Director Defendants' misconduct alleged herein constituted an abuse oftheir 

25 ability to control and influence RDI, for which they are legally responsible. 

26 i. 52. As a direct and proximate result of the Director Defendants' abuse of control, RDI 

271. has suffered and continues to suffer substantial monetary damages, including damage to RDI's 

281 
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I 
! 

l reputation and good will Director Defendants are liable to the Company as a result ofthe 

2 misconduct alleged herein. 

3 Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

5 (Gross Mismanagement by Director Defendants) 

6 ~ 54. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 43, inclusive, ofthis complaint 
~ ~ 
' 71 and incorporate them herein by this reference as though fully set for in fulL 

By their actions alleged herein, Director Defendant, either directly or through 

9 aiding and abetting, abandoned and abdicated their responsibilities and fiduciary duties with 

10 I~· regard to prudently managing the assets and business of RDI in a manner consistent with the 
l 
! 

11 j! operations of a publicly traded corporation. 
I 

12 56. As a direct and proximate result of Director Defendants' gross mismanagement and 

13 .. breaches of their fiduciary duties alleged herein, RDI has suffered substantial monetary damages, 

14~ as well as damage to RDI's reputation and good wilL Director Defendants are liable to the 
I 

15 Company as a result of the misconduct alleged herein. 

16 

17 

57. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at la\v. 

FIFTH CAUSE ()]{ACTION 

18 i (Corporate \Vaste by Director Defendants) 
r 19!. 58. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 43, inclusive, of this complaint 
! 

20 l and incorporate them herein by this reference as though fully set for in full. 

21 59. Plaintiffs are infonned and believe, and thereon allege that the Director Defendants 

22 , caused to be filed vvith the SEC an amended 10-K filing on or about lV1arch 31, 2015, which 

231' disclosed that decedent James J. Cotter, Sr.'s Supplemental Retirement Plan ("SERP" aka "Golden 

24 1 Coffin") would reward his service for the previous 25 years (including predecessor companies and 

25 service for which he presumably had already been compensated), based upon a fommla that vvould 

26 effectively continue his salary for 180 months (15 years!) after his death. Plaintiffs are informed 

271' and believe that under the tem1s ofthe revised SERP, the Company is obligated to pay to the 

281 estate of James J. Cotter, Sr. a monthly payment of $56,944, which commenced October 1, 2014 
I 
I 
I 
118859.1 14 
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1 i for a period of 180 months, or the total sum of approximately $10,249,920. Plaintiffs aHege that 
! 

2 ! this tem1 of the SERP is excessive, unwarranted and constitutes corporate waste. 

3!. 60. Further, on or about November 13, 2014, two months after the passing of James J. 
! 

4 Cotter, Sr., the Director Defendants voted to raise their annual directors' fees by 43%) and gave 

5 each non-employee dirt~ctor additional compensation in the form of stock options and one-time 

6 cash compensation, Additionally, on or about March of2015, the Directors Defendants approved 

7 1 payment to Defendants Kane, Adams, McEachern and Gould of an extra $25,000 for the first six 
!: 81 1 months of2015. The Director Defendants also approved the payment of$75,000 to Defendant 

91 Storey for the first six months of2015. 
:: 
< 
} 

l 0 ! 61. Plaintiffs me informed and believe and thereon allege that in 2014, the Director 
I 
I 
I 

1J 1 Defendants approved the reirnbursement of Defendant Ellen Cotter the smn of $50,000 for income 
I 

12 taxes she incurred as a result of exercising stock options that \Vere deemed to be non-qualified 

13 stock options for income tax purposes. 

14 !I 62. Plaintifis are further informed and believe, and thereon allege that the Director 

151 Defendants approved payment ofthe expenses associated with the memorial of James J. Cotter, 
( 

161 Sr., and the reception at the Bel Air Hotel in Los Ar~geles, California, which included payment of 

17 out-of-town guests dining and lodging at the Bel Air Hotel, payment of chartered bus 

18 transportation, etc. Such expenses were clearly of a personal nature to the Cotter family and were 

19 1 not a legitimate Company expense. 

20 63. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereon allege that the Director Defendants 

21 ~ approved the shifting or elimination ofper.tormance thresholds to justify payment of bonuses to 
I 
~ 

221 James J. Cotter, Sr., when the original perh)rrnance thresholds were not achieved. 

23 64. As a result of the improper conduct alleged herein, mid by failing to properly 

24 consider the interests of the Company <-md its public shareholders, the Director Defendants have 

25 committed w·aste of corporate assets to the damage of the Company and its shareholders. 

65. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. 

28 
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1 PRJ\ YER :FOR RELIEF 
l 

. ., : ' \VHEREFORE, Plaintit1~ on his own behalf, and derivatively on behalf of RD1, prays for '"I 
l 

3~ judgment as follows: 
I 
! 4t A An award of monetary damages to Plaintiff, on behalf ofRDI, against all Director 

5 Defendants and in favor of the Company for the amount of damages sustained by RDI as a result 

6 of the Director Defendants' breaches of fiduciary duties, abuse of control, gross mismanagement, 

71! .. and CO!})Orate \Vaste, together with prejudgrnent interest thereon, in an amount to be proven at 

8 1 trial; I 
9 

12 

13 

141 
I 

15! 
I 

161 
' 

17 

18 . 
19 I' 

I 
I 
' 2{} I 

21 

22 j 
l 

231 
' I 

24 

1'5 ..,_ 

26 

i I/ . ' 

Iii 

I I I 
l I I 

27 ! i / 
i ' ! ' 
! 

l S859.l 

Equitable and injunctive reliet~ including but not limited to: 

i) an order disbanding the "Executive Committee" and enjoining any action by 

any director to "freeze ouf' or othen;s..r:ise restrict the participation of all eight 

directors in corporate decisions; 

ii) 
.• an order reinstating James J. Cotter, Jr. as the President and CEO ofRDl; 

iii) an order appointing a temporary receiver to cause (a) a proxy statement be 

prepared and filed with the SEC; (b) to schedule and hold an annual shareholders' 

meeting; and (c) such further relief as the Comt may deem necessary for the 

ongoing management and control of the Company; 

iv) an order collapsing the Class A and B stock structure into a single class of 

voting stock such that the Cotter family can no longer abuse public shareholders by 

running RDI as a personal fiefdom and to prevent the Cotter family disputes 

behveen the Cotter-family Class B shareholders or the inequitable Cotter family 

control of the Company as a whole from further damaging the Company and the 

public shareholders; 

16 
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For artomeis fees and costs of suit herein; and 

D. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper_ 

3 DATED this lih day of.August, 2015, 

4 

5 

6 

12 

13 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 :' 

I-•"")1 : . .. ~ l 
231 

' 
24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
H.(H:EK!;;o~.J ! , 

& ASSOClAT~&, LLP 

UI859J 

ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 

By: 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Intervenors, T2 
PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a Delaware 
lirnited partnership, doing business as KASE 
CAPITAL MANAGEJVlENT; T2 ACCREDITED 
FUND, LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 
business as KASE FOND; T2 QUALIFIED 
FUND, LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 
business as KASE QUALIFIED FUND; TILSON 
OFFSHORE FUND, LTD, a Cayman Islands 
exempted company; T2 PARTNERS 
Iv1Al'JAGEMENT I, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, doing business as KASE 
MANAGEJVlENT; T2 PARTNERS 
MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a Delmvare 
lirnited.liabiLity company, doing business as KA.SE 
GROUP; JMG CAPITAL l\dANAGEMENT, 
LLC, a Delawm·e limited liability company; 
P A "lriC-, CAP.I'I'AI .MA." 1A("'r'l<.1J:'N'I' I I C' ... '4,.c ___ :-:4 " _.. . ..... __ ,'-~.I l~ Tc~lv r:.-. ' ..l J 'a 
Delaware limited liability company; 

Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
Inc. 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 ! The tmdersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3 r the ~/S'ri:i· day of August, 2015, I served a tme and correct copy of Plaintiffs-In-Intervention's 

41 VERIFIED SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE COM]>LAINT; DEJ.\IAND FOR JURY 

5 TRIAL by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System for 

6 
1 

Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8, The copy of the document 
! 

7 ! electronically served hears a notation of the date and time of service. 

8 . PLEASE SEE THE E-SERVICE MASTER LIST 
l 

9 I I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

10 Dated: August :l'k, 2015 

n 

n! 

13\ 
14 

15!. 
l 

16 

17 

18 ! 
q 
I ' 

19l 
20 1 

! 
21 
., ,, 
k.kl 

23. 

I. 241 
25 

26 

27 

28 
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11 ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 12:49:41 PM 

' 

~j.~~ 
I ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) 

2 arobertson({j)arobertsonlaw. com 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 
3 32121 Lindero Canvon Road. Suite 200 

, Westlake Village, c:alif<>rnia 91361 
411 Telephone: (818) 851-3850 ~Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5~· ADA!\,1 C. A~DERSON (Nevada BarNo. 13062) 
, aanaersonccgpslrfirm. com 

6 ' PATTI, SGRO, LE\VIS & ROGER 
.., . ...,0 '-' '""tl '"'t· t "' d Fl · , .:. . 0. 1 1 ~ ree , .H om 

7 Las: Vegas, N\.t 89101 
Tekphone: (702) 38$·'9595 6 Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

8 
Attorneys for Attorneys for Plaint1ffs and 

9 ,. Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS J'v1ANAGEMENT, 
i I LP, a Delaware limited pminership, doing 

10 11 b~sim:s~ as,~~,E CA~J~TAL MA~AGEMENT; 
1 T..::. ACCRLDIIED FUND, LP, a Dela'vvare 

11 ! Iilnitcd padnt.~rship, doing business as K.ASE 
l FUND~ 'T2 QUALIFIED FUND. LP, .a Dchnvare 

121' Hl11iRxi pmtnership, dninghusiness ns 1(/\SE. 
'')llAl •IFlFD FllN1f} TU SONl :·· FFSHOFF v .. ' . ·' . " . .. . . . , . .... . .. () .. <... • ...... .. 

l3 Flll"·U:\ LTD, a Caynum Islands e;:.cmpte~! 
'I") '!) <\ n ·rN· T''I·"S l\! "Nl \{'·' l'~.ll ,jFN'T I compa.ny; .,.. .. l'u< . l . c, "' t¥tr·d /c\ .J :}tvu"'l ' , 

14 1 · LLC, n Dek.l\.Vaxo tit'nitcd liability company, doing 
i. business as KASE :tv1ANAGEMENT; T2 

15! PARTNERS l\i1ANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a 
1 Delaware limited liability company, doing 

16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delavvare limited 

17 liability cornpany; PACIFIC CAPITAL 
i' lvtl\.NAGEl\JENT, LLC, a Delaware !hnited 

18,.11ability company,· . 

19l Derivatively On Behalf ofReading International, 
! Inc. 

20 I 
I 
I 
I 

21 l DISTRICT COURT 

22 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

23 Ji\MES l COTTER, JR., individually and 
t, derivative on behalf of Reading International, 

241. Inc., 
1: 
I . .., ~ I .... ;:) 
I 
I 

26 v. 

Plaintiff: 

27 'tvlARGARET COTTER, et al., 

19092.! 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept. No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SUMMONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COMPLAINT 
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& /\SSOC\l.:f~~;. LLJ-' 

1 and 
~-~------------------------ -- ------. ------ ------------------------------.. ----------------~ . 

2 i
1

_ READING.INTJ?RNATIONAL, INC., a 
· Nevada corporatwn, 

3' ~ l N. . lD ~ d ' · omma eien ant 
4 

T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a 
5 Dela\vnre limited partnership~ doing business 

· ,., K'- ~\s·q c~ 6!)I'I' ;\ ~' 11- .<f -~N-! -~c":!~'"K.:-1'LY!·•:,l1-'· "t -- ~ t:.lS ... __ ,... ·-~--~L.~ .... .r\. -: · .,r"i_t_._. JV.li'\.._! _J.:~\. J.. ~,'-"·' i)~--~ _ , C .. il.h 5 

6 
Plaintiffs, 

7 
vs, 

8 
I MARGARET COTTER, et aL, 

9: 

w! 
lAnd, 

111 

Defendants, 

12 READ IN (~-~~~~~~=~-I ON=~~~--~~-.,"~----------1 
Nevada corporation, : 

l3 i l 

14 1· -··~omh~~~efe~~~- .. 1 

15 

16\ 
17! I, H. Stan Johnson, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, DOUGLAS 1\tlcEACHKRl"l, hereby 

18 accepts service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said 

19 ·Defendant. 

20 DATED this ~day of September, 2015. 

21 

22 

23 r 
241 
25 

28 

1 19on.1 
'' 

COHEN-JOHNSON, LLC ___ ,_ /") 
I "- _ I ·< 
j \ t· I \ ., I _,_· 

''1'] \ l t··-·,i ,/ .. ·. -~/· / ' . .------· 
! / ' ~- . . ·--·· "'"" \. / ..-I))''' ,_, Al . 'i < - -"•· . . ) ..... ·. ./ . ,. •: ' .... -~ ~,'"""'.- \ ..... ~ ............... .. ~' '' ' ", • ·"-· .. ~ · • ' ~-· <· ;,_., .......... ,.._. ' '~ .11' ' ' ,.,.....,.,,__.._.,;.,_.,_.,_..;,,_.,_,_.._,·.Hu'>'\..._~· ""'<£,] ........ "'-"'"'''"" . . ._:~""'-'-!:<'"~C ............ ,,,,,._"""""'' """'-""" 

H!Stan Johnsnn, Esq;-,-t;Y\t State Bar No. 00265) 
~/·. _/·' 

~-. ..-

QUINN EI\-1ANUEt:·URQUHART & 
SULLIVAN, LLP 
Christopher Taybeck (CA Bar No. 145532, 
pro hac vice application pending) 

Attorneys for Defendants A1A.RGARET COTTER, 
ELLEN C017'ER, GUY ADAlv!S. EDWARD 
KANE, and DOUGLAS A1cE-4CHERN 

2 
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R08ERTSON 

& ASSOCl/\T~S, LLP 

1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 The undersigned, an employee ofRobertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3 the 8th day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

41 SERVICE OF SUMlVIONS AND VERIFHJ:D SHALU~HOLDER DERIVATIVE ,, 

sl CO.MPLAINT by electronic service by subrnitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 
i 

61 ti.x Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 
I 

7 document electronically served bears a notation of the date and tirne of service . 

8 
' 

9r 
' ' 

10! Dated: 
' I 
' 

11 

12 

13 

14 il n 

15 r 
161 

' 
171 

18 

19 i 

20! 
t 

22 

I• 

241 
~ 

26! 
I 
I 
I 

2,.. ~ 
I ~ 

' 

'"8 .. 

• 

PLEASE SEll: THEE-SERVICE MASTER LIST 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct 

,, 
j 
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l ~ ACSR 
I ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) 

2 I arobertson(a)arobertsonlaw. com 
' '~ 

ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 
3 32121 Lindero Canvon Road, Suite 200 

~ ~ 

Westlake Village, California 91361 
4 Telephone: (818) 851-3850 .. Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADArli C ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
!: /l(ln··i?r"(Jn·'a:-l.l),lrfllrln co1·n ii .... '· t: '' \.:_A ··•·J ·· · · ' 

6 j: PATTI, SGRO. LEWIS & ROGER 
I• 720 S. 7th Street, 3rd Floor 
< 71 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
1 Telephone: (702) 385-9595 6 Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

g! 
l 

' Attorneys for Attorneys for Plaintifis and 
9 Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS MANAGEf\iiENT, 

LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 
10 business as KASE CAPITAL. MANAGEMENT; 

T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
11 limited partnership, doin~; business as KASE 

FUND; T2 QUALIFIED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
l2 limited partnership, doing business as KASE 

QUALIFIED FUND; TILSON OFFSHORE 
13 11 FUND, LTD, a Caymanislands exempted 

I con~p~n1¥; 'T2 PART-~EI~s. Ivf;~t·tAGEMENT ~~ 
14 !. · LLC, a Del<l\">'arc ln:nltetl bablltty con:rpany~ domg 

~ ~usiness as l<ASE }\1J~~A.qE~:I~NT; T2 . 
151 l ARTNERS MANA(JLMbN J (TROUP, LLC, a 

Delaware limited liability company, doing 
16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITi\L 

MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 
17 I' li<,bility cmnpany; PACIFIC C/\PI'L-\L 

1 l\'LAN~AGE~<IEN'f, LLC, a Dda\:v;:1re tirnited 
18 . liability company, 

19 Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
1 Inc. 
' . .,0 I .. 

21 DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 12:49:00 PM 

' 

~j.~~ 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

23 JAl'vJES J. COTTER, JR .. individually and 
derivative on behalf c1f R~ading Interr1ational, 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept No.: XI 

24. Inc., 

251 
I 

- I 26 1 v. 
I 
I 

Plaintiff, 

27 ! MARGARET COTTER. et a1., ' -

19091. i 

ACCKPTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SUlVIlVIONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COMPLAINT 
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R~)G:::F-:'SON 

& ;\._~~,\}C~:'. Tt:S, LLr 

11 and 
------------------.-.-.---------------··-------------~-~-·······------------------.-.-.----···················--·--

2 · READrNG INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
, Nevada corporation, 

3 
Nominal Defendant. I 

4 :i2--PAR;i;t:i~:1is--~i~\NAo'EiViriN-;i~:~Ii:;~--~----········------1,:'· 
5 Dcbtvar¢ limit~d partnership~. doinghttsiness 

as KA.SE CA.PITi\.L l'v1i\NA.GEl\4ENT; et aL, i 
6 

' '. '. ~ : 

7 'I 

PlaintillS, I 
' vs. 

s! I MARGARET COTTER, et al., 
9 

Defendants, I 
l 

i\nd, [ 

11 : -~--------··------------.-.------·············--·--~---------------------------·········--·-------------.J ! : ~ 

12 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

13 
Nominal Defendant. 

------------------····---------~---···---------------------------···.-............. --
15 i 
I 

161 

i 
' ~~~~ ........... ) 

17 1 
I, H. Stan Johnson, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, ED\VARD KANE, hereby accepts 

18 service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative_ Complaint on behalf of said 

19 Defendant 

20 :·DATED this~ day of September, 2015. 

I 
21 I 
22' 

23 

24 i 

25 

27 

28 

19091.1 

COHEN-JOHNSON, LLC /-·\ 
,-··"'"\ I / 

\ I / _/ 
.-·)i t• \! l----"' 

-' Q ::~~::~~{ •• ,. ( '--~.~~··~' ~c.;~:~ ... ..,., ... ,.. k' : l ~:..~~--~--~·( ... ~· By , .. (,t {!, ){ -· . - I -___ .,., !.~-----............ .. . ~ . ·i -~ -(-:- ' ....... \. ' : ..... ~~--.......... - : ... ·· '-~-· ,' ~-... .,;:-,;.,._._............... ~"':!! 
-~----, ·~:;,--r---------·-·--·- . ... . . ·-, ... _.71'"1 ' ~ "'"""~---------------------;_-;:;'·"'·~~-------

}1, Stan Jnhnson, b~-'fi./{N\1 State Bar No. 00""'6"') 
l/ 

/,~~,·~·-

QUINN EMt\Nt.ftSL URQUHART & 
SULLIVAN, LLP 
Christopher Tayb~:.~ck (CA Bar No. 145532, 
pro hac vice application pending) 

Attorneys for Defendants lvJARGARET COTTER_. 
ELLEN COTTER, GUYADAMS, EDT-YARD 
KANE: and DOUGLAS lvfcEACHERN 

2 
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ROBERTSON 

& ASSDC!A Tf:.S, LLP 

1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3 the 8th day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

4 1 SERVICE OF SUMMONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOl,DER l1ER£VATIVE 

5 COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the f(wegoing to the Court's E-filing System 

6 ! for Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 
I 
I 
~ ~ 

7 I document electronicallv served bears a notation of the date and time of servke. -

12 

13 ·I 

14 r 
1sl. 

! 
161, 

17 

I 
I 

18 

19 il 
20 \· 

I 
I 

21 

22 

231 
241 

I 
2,::;: I 

... , ·! 
I 
I 

261 

27 

28 

PLEASE SEE THE E-SERVICE l\1ASTER LIST 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct 

19091.\ 
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1 i ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 12:47:28 PM 

' 

:1:.-- A~;E·~_:\~Y~Et,RO~~~TSO~, IV (N_ evada Bar No. 8642) 
2 . ,,roo--t .. wn'-q),Jrol,u tsonlaH. com 

· ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 
3 32121 Lindero Canyon Road, Suite 200 

Westlake Village, California 91361 

~j.~~ 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

4 I Tt~lephone: (818) 851-3850 ~Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAM C. ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
aanderson@pslrfirm. com 

6 PATTI, SGRO, LEWIS & ROGER 
720 S. 7th Street, 3rd Floor 

7 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Telephone: (702) 385-9595 5 Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

Attorneys for Attorneys for Plaintiffs and 
9 Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS MA.NAGEl'vlENT, 

. · LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 
10! business as KASE CAPITAL rv1ANAGEI'v1ENT; 

1· T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delavvare 
11 r limited partnership, doing business as KASE 

t FUND; T2 QUALIFIED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
12 · limited pminership, doing business as KASE 

QUALIFIED HJND; TILSON OFFSllORE 
l3 FUND, LTD, a Cayman Islands excn1phjd 

·'I'') ·1> \-j'Fft>,ri··ns l\_ t Nl - "'l'"K <~r'N'-1' I ! ~::rH1lpJH1y·; . .;:.; .. : {-\. :~ . "· ~> ~~-i\-·~ tv).i\.t .l\:l.l~ ::.-!~<tl:'::i. :- !t 

14 i _ LLC, a t),.;.~hi\vare limited liability cornpany, doing 

I. business as K.i\SE MANAGEMENT; T2 
15 l. PARTNERS l'v1ANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a 

! Delaware limited liability company, doing 
16

1

, business as KASE GROUP; JM<.-1 CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 

17 1 liability cotnpany; PACIFIC Ci\PITAL 
I !'vl/\NAGEMENT, LLC, a Dela\-vart~ limited 

18 liability company, 

19 Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
Inc. 

20 

21 DISTRICT COURT 

.,., li 
""""' CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

. 
23 I JAMES J. COTTER, JR. individually and 

1 derivative on behalf of Reading Interi'mtional, 
24 Inc., 

25 Plaintiff 
' 

26 v. 

27 M/tRGARET COTTER, et aL, 

28 --------------····----.·-.·.········ .... 1l~'J1<'JKts!Ht$, 

19089. l 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SUMMONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COIVH>LAINT 
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1 and ! 
j 

~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~ ...... ~~~ ............. ~~~~~~~~~ ... ~~~~~~~~~~ ... ~~~~...:...: ........................ _. ________________________________ . ____ ._._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2 READING INTERi'JATIONAL, INC., a ! 
Nevada corporation, l 

3 
Nominal Defendant. I 

T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a 
5 Delaware limited partnership, doing business 

as KA.SE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT; et at, 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Plaintiffs, 

VS. 

MARGARET COTTER, et aL, 

Defendants, 

i And, 
11 I- ----------------------------------------------------- ................... -------------------------

12 f READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
~ Nevada corporation, 

13 
Nominal Defendant 

14 

17 I, H. Stan Johnson, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, IUJ_,EN COTTER, hereby accepts 

18 service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said 

19 Defendant 

20 DATED this':t' day of September, 2015. 

21 l 

25 

26l 

27 

28 

] 9089.1 

COHEN-JOHNSON, LLS-·-'') !'''] 
~ .1 I i ' · .. \j ,i . 

I' J I " . - . ~·· / 1-· l " .... , .... _.. \. i /'' 
-·~-- ' ~ -· \ I ' _,· 

-~· ~-···; ~.. ..., -:···''' . ,~l 8:~--- ,., ... ,,:,.)• .:~" >:·:·: 
By - d - -J,._.~_ : __ -_ 7.-':_fb:. _- .J.: .... t ... ~'"'':~:·::::·::::::·:::·:·::::_,,,.,.,_.,,,,,, _______________ __ 

1-L St~m Johnson, E~~f y;;,v Stato Bar No. 00265) 
~l : I ., 

QTTINN I'"' ·1-''-N"l ·rj,·r -t·' --~) Qtrl J "I]< 'l' & u -~ .. p/ .. hl :. ).: .~- .--~/ .J ·- _"\. - . ~l..t~. '-- i 

SULLIVAN, LLPt..-/ 
Christopher Taybeck, Esq. (CA Bar No. 145532, 
pro hac vice application pending) 

Attorneys for Defendants lvlARGARET COTTER. 
ELLEN COTTER. GUYADAlvfS, EDWARD 
KANE, and DOUGLAS McEACHERN 

2 
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ROSEP.TSON 

& ASSOClATES~ LLP 

: 
1 ll CERTU'ICATE OF' SERVICE 

2! The undersigned, an employee ofRobertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3j1 the gth day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 
I 
I 

4 Sl~RVICE OF SUIV11V10NS AND VERWIED SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 

5 COl'VIPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 

6 for Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy ofthe 

7 document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service . 
• 

8 PLEASE SEl~ THE E-SERVICE IV1ASTER LIST 

9 .!! I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

10 llnated: 

nl 
! ~ 
I 

12 

l3 

14" 

15 r 
' 

l 
16! 

I 
17 ~ 

' I I 

18! 

19 

20 

21 i 

r 
221 

l. 

231 
.,4 
,;.; 

25 

26 

I 
I 

i 
?PT! 
.. I I 
28! 

I 
19089.1 3 
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1 ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 12:48:07 PM 

' 

~j.~ 
i ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) 

2
1! R~)ii~;;~G~~(;~:~(~~~~~Bi:~;~(~:1LLP 

CLERK OF THE COURT 

31' 32121 Lindero Canyon Road, Suite 200 
l \Vestlake Village, CalHhrnia 91361 

4 Telephone: (818) 851~3~50 "Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAM C. ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
i · aanderson@ij.JsliftnH com 

-I p \''I"I'I ., "<l) ·') 1 rv ·'1 s o. RC-)(' 0 R {> • i _ _ . ,. S(I1'..l. , .. L'l~ ···/ ,_ .:x; _n_; 
1 720 S. 7th Street. 3rd Floor 
I . ·' 

7 l Las VeQas, NV 89101 
Telcph~)nc: (702) 385--9595 "Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

19 i Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
·Inc. 

20 

21 DISTRICT COURT 

22 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

23J JAMES J. COTTER, JR .. individuallv and 
! ·derivative on behalf c1f R~ading Interi~ational, 

24! Inc., 
I 
I 

Plaintiff, 

26 V, I 
~ • 1 

271 MARGARET COTTER. et aL, ~ 
t " ~ 

i ~ 
28 1 

..................... ~ .............. J}g:fQnd~nt~ .. , .............. ---------------................. ~~J 

j 
19090.1 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept. No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SlTl\11\/lONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DEIDVATIVE 
COMPLAINT 
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~.t.·. A.S-)I)C:/.:!G:~. LLP 

l 
l 
' 

11 and j 

I· ,_____________ ------------------------·····----- - -----,-----·----,,----~--.......... " ......... ~~-------J 
2 1 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 

Nevada corporation, 
3 

Nominal Defendant. 
4 

: ,•.•.•••••••••,•,•··---H~"~"'''' ........ "-•-•.•.•••••ooH''' .............................. ......._._._oooooo•••''''''' .................................................... _._•_•_•_•-.J 

i T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a 
5 l DeJa\\'aic iin1ikd pa.rtm:r:ship~ doinghttsincss 

I _··t·~_ \S'-'I" c \'~I'J' \' L- 'l'vl'- 'N-' '\-{~'-1'''~<1E''N1 '!' I \ ~-- -~"' : .t: '· : -;' ~ l - !!;-Jt· ' I'· ' ' ' f· \ ' • - ., 1 \' ..:: ' ~ '<} •• ~ 
I Cl,o'..f >, -·' ,-,·---'· ,- -· 1. r\, t-- _! -~L.• · > __ ., !;:l d .•. , 

6 
Plaintiffs, 

7 
i vs. 
1' 

8\ 
' 

MARGARET COTTER, et al., 
9 ~ 

Defendants, 

I 
-~------------······-------------------········--··---~---------------····-------------------···1 

l2j READING fNTERNATIONAL, INC., a j 

13 
I Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant 
14 i ....... _ .... _._ .............. ~ ................................. ----···~ ..... ~ ................................ _. ______________ ,~ ................... _._ .................... ~ 

151 
! 

16 I 

17 
' 

ACCEPTANCJi. OF SERVICE OF S-tlMMONSANU VJnUFIEU SBAHKHO.LDER - .... ······ . .. - .... .. . 

OElUVA'HV!i: COl\1PLAlNT 

I, FL Stan Johnson, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, GUY ADAMS, hereby accepts service of 

18 · the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said Defendant 

19 DATED this ::t'day of September, 2015. 

20 1 
' 

21 

11 1 
.... t 

23 

24 

25! 
l 

26
1 

27 

281 

19090.1 

Attorneys for Defendants AfARG-A.RET COTTER, 
ELLEN COTTER, GUYADA}JS. EDWARD 
KAN!c.~ and DOUGLAS i\4cK4.CHERlV 

2 
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ROllERTSON 

& ASSOC:AT~S, LLP 

fl' ! 11 

2 

CERTUlCATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby cetiifies that on 

31 the gth day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

4~ SERVICE OF SUMMONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIV~: 
' 5 I COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 

6 f~)r Electronic Service upon the Court1
S Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 

7 ! document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service. I . 
8!. PLEASE SEE THEE-SERVICE MASTER LIST 

I 

9 

10 I! Dated: 
i 

n! 

121 

1., I 
~ I 

I 

14 

15 i 

1-. 
Hi i 

t 
' 

17
1 

18 

19! 
I 
t: 

20! 

21 
n 
1 ., . ., }' 

~,M t 
I 

23 

241 
I 
I 

25! I 

26 

27 

281' 

' I !9090.1 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
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1 ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 12:46:48 PM 

' 

~j.~ .. 
i ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) 

2 ~1·. . a. r(·'·b. ~ .. '·:.'r.fSf)·n'.:f't.)aro be ..... ~.~. ~~· .. (. '· .nl aw, com 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

· R{'•l:•c .. ·t)'l'.'."'C'.). Nl &· A<:'.·"''t.·.~\(.~1 t.' '!'"~~'S LLP t J t).J.:-.-. "'.... ·~ . . ' )..;_..,..;.;.J\,.". _,. J..•\. l.L .. ~ ~ 

31, 32121 Lindero Canyon Road, Suite 200 
' Westlake Village, CaJ iforni a 913 61 

4 Telephone: (818) 851+3850 6 Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAiv1 C. ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
(tanders<'Ht@jpshJirrn (o~om 

L P . ''l''J'{ ., .,.,f} ')· .. , .. J"H 'JS n RO ,....,ER u 11 /\ , SCr '<.( , ·' ~~· vv· '· & U -· 
)1720 S. 7th Stre~t, 3rd Floor 

7 ! . Las Vt:~ews, NV 89101 
J• Telephone: (702) 335 .. 9595 "Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

8i 
I Attornevs for Attorneys for Plaintiffs and 

9 \ lntcrVtH16rs, T2 PARTNERS :tvli\N/\GEMENT, 
LP, a DebnN<tre lirniled pattnership.~ doing 

10 business as KASE Cl\PlTAL 1\;1/\NA.GE.1\1ENT; 
T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delaware 

11 , . limited !Xlrtnership, dQing busim::ss as K AS.E 
ji.I:'U~J); '12 QUA--I-JFlE.p FUN_D, U\ a peta;vare 

12 (ln·1.~ .• tt. et..Lp •. ·.'1..rt.n. e1. ·si.up,•d. O··.lfl .. ·.g .. b.·USJ·t.Je. s ... ::~.~· .. a,.'> KASJ ... ~· 
I (ll i "\ 1 ·t·l:<'ri~'IYI~1 TN1f)· ·r·rr··· .:·'. ")1'-: C' .. Jf:c·:;s'i.l()!lJ:: 
\ "" .••. .t .. t.... . . ~ ~ .. \.d . --:" .. , ' ~-~il .... ~-""'i· .l. ~ ... J .. l -·' .. :\.. .... 

1 ,. ' '''1 "l>.''I' 1 T'j') ('' . . . I 1 . .l 1 _ ~' hJI·J ), n _ , a· .c-tlynwn s1mRlS exernpt::x1 
'I'·' ·1> LJ:VI'N"I-··1) .. , l\ 1· "'N \ f'' I'·l\ rt"N ·r·· 1·· (.~(Hllpany; i.. . /'-. '' .. · ' :~>x:S J" n. hkl :<'~>"1-. :~t' ... , 

14 . LLC, a Delaware lhnited lbbHity c:ornpany; doing 
!I business as KA.SE MANAGEIVfENT; T2 

15 1 PA.RTNERS JVlANAGEMENT GROUP. LLC a 
! Delaware limited liability company, doi~g . 

16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 

17 liability cornpnny; PACIFIC Ci\PfFAL 
lv1ANAGE!'v1ENT, LLC, a Dehrwarc lin1ited 

18 !·liability company, 
i 

191• D~rivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
1 Inc. 

20! 
t 
t : 

21 DISTRICT COURT 

22 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

23 j JAMES J. COTTER, JR, individually and 
j • derivative on behalf of Reading International, 
l 

24 t In·' ~ - lJ"' 

25 Plain tift~ 

26 v. 

27 . J\'lARGARET COTTER, et aL, . 

2 8 - ................. " __________ J)gJ&udanhi"--"'"---------.... """"'"·--
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Dept No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE O:F SERVICE OF 
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1 and [ 
• ~,,, ...... ~.--•.•.•.•.•••,•,•,••••~~H~~' .................................... ~ .... -.• _•••,•,••••••••••'-~--. ... -. •• ~~ ............................................ _._•_._ ••• ~~--t 

2!1 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a I 
. Nevada corporation, · 

3! 
l Nominal Defendant 

4 --------------------......... ____ , _____________________ ----................ , -----------.-.----.......... j 
T2PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a j 

5 : Dz:la\v<we lin1hed partn.t.~rship-, doing busin~:)ss t 
I· as KASE CAPITAL tdANAlJEMII:NT; et aL, \ 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

Plaintiffs, 

vs, 

. MARGARET COTTER, et aL, 

Defendants, 

And, l 
I 

~ ................................................... _. __________ ................... ... ............................ _._-----------··.·.········ ........................... _. ________________ ~ 

12l READlNG INTERNATIONAL, INC., a I 
~-Nevada corporation, 

131 
1 

Nominal Defendant. 
14 

~ 
-------------·····-------------------------.------·······-------~~---------------······--------,__J 

15 i 
! 

ACCJfJ:.'fANCE. OJ<' Sln<.VICE OF SUl\-'lMONS 1\Nl} \lKRI:FH<:O SHA.REHOLllER 
, ------ - I1F'RlVA.TlVF CdlVfPl -·\lNT ---- . ---"-

16 ! ... --.~. -. ..... ,.·- .. .....~ ,., .... _..._. --.·· ',, .I.!: . !>, 

17 I, R Stan Johnson, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, l\IIARGARET COTTER, hereby accepts 
: 

181. ·service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said 

19 Defendant 

20: DATED this~feday of September, 2015, 

11 ! 
~ I 
22 1 

I 

23 

24' 

25'' 1 
26 ( 

2 
. .., 
! 

2s I 
! • 

19088. l 

Attorneys for Defendants A1ARGARET COTTER, 
ELLEN C01TER, GUY ADAlvfS, EDWARD 
KANE. and DOUGLAS AfcE4CHEIUV 

2 
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ROBERTSON 
& ASSOCIATES, LLP 

1 1: CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 · The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3 the gth day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

4. SERVICE OF SUMMONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
I 

5 • COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 

6 for Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 

7 document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service, 

16 

17 
I 

18j 
191 - ' I• 

I 

20 

21 

221'. 

! 23.1 

25 II 
t·: 

261 

28 

PLEASE SEE THEE-SERVICE MASTER LIST 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct 

Dated: ~ 2 . 
____ L.ldit.Bi./ ····--:: ______ .. _: ______________ ,, ________ ~--~ i'\ R.. ~-~-~--":·············---------""-· 

An employee of ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 

3 
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& A::soc.:./1,'! ~:.:·;) LLP 

l ACSR 
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) 

2 arolwrtsm·1@arobertsonlaw. corn 
ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES. LLP 

31 32121 I....indero Canyon Road, Suite 200 
. \Vestlake Village, Ca!ih).rnia 91361 

4 ; Telephone: (818) 851-3850 " Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAM C. ANDERSON (Nevada Ba.r No. 13062) 
aanderson@psb:/lrm.com · 

6 l PATTI, SGRO, LEV/IS & ROGER 
720 S. 7th Street, 3rd Floor 

7 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
··r·· I· ·.·1· -. -··7c·-::.) '"(.'- ('595 F' · ·1 '702) ,., (.'6 ..,.,3,.., e. ep 1om.~: ~: J,i,, __ }())-.:t. _ • acs1m1 e: ~ _,o -L.,. 1 

8 
Attorneys for Attorneys for Plaintiffs and 

9 Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS JV1ANAGEMENT, 
LP, a Delaware limited pattnership, doing 

10. business as KASE CAPITAL MANAG-EMENT: 
! T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delaware , 

11 lhrdted pattrH.wshJp~ doing bus.iness as KA.SE 
F"l'N'D· - "1' 1 '"l- . ~·I·· I'cl·l-'1-). n tN.J'' LP f) l :·' · } ~ . ·; · .. ~~ (.i Ji\ .-~·. r· . · .. :~: _ J~ :c,. .. . .i~ , tl: .·~ e .·.a\:vare 

121' · .. l.il•l···'·J.h:~d.· •. l.x.~·.l·.·t.-.... t.lers·'·h······i·p· '. d<)··.il .• 1.·g·, .. l ... )z.·.~;:..·i ... nt.~ss.··.H·:>·' K··.·. I·\.SE 
--){ l 1\l.JFIFD FUND· TlfSON OFFSHORF ~.::· ,, ~ ' '' ..... . . ' ~· .- : .... 7.' :--·' ·.·· .-. '1:· .. ·. ~....... .l ' )o.;, . ,... - ~· 

13 \ FUND, L .. TD, a Cayman Islands i..~xernptt~d 
1''"" ·1> ~.·J·}•t'N .. r<ns '!< .-r '-N- \('"l''.l\1EN'T I co1np~my; .. .:.. >'\ "'- . J.: .. t'- tvu''>l /\. .1 ~~-;y' ") ~ , 

14 LLC, aDela\-V'i.~,te Hrnited liability ~c~mnpany, doing 
business as KASE MANAGEMENT; T2 

15 PARTNERS MANAGEiv1ENT GROUP, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, doing 

16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 

17 liability company; PACIFIC Ci\PlTi\L 
. MANAGElVlENT, LLC, a Delo;I\Vare Hn1ited 

18 . liability company, 

19 Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
lnc. 

20 I 

21 

22 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Electronically Filed 
09/08/2015 02:24:01 PM 

' 

~j.~~ 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

23 JAMES J. COTTER, JR., individually and 
derivative on behalf of Reading International, 

24 • Inc., 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept. No.: XI 

Plaintiff, 

26 v. 

27 MARGARET COTTER, et al., 

2 8 ·----------------w------------··----l/dQ.nilll.tJt,'it,~-·--------------------------------··----....... 

19082.1 

ACCl~:PTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SUMMONS ANI> VERI:FIEH 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COMPLAINT 
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RiJ;JERTSON 

& ASSOCIATES, LLP 

1 • and 

3 

4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

H 

Nominal Defendant. 

vs. 

. MARGARET CO'rrER, et al., 

Defendants, 

• And, 
------~~-.. -----···················--·~------------'"·'·'·'·'·''i 

I 
12 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 

Nevada corporation, 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27' 

28 

·' 

Nominal Defendant. 

ACCF.:r~TANCE OF Sl~RVlCE OF BUl\,INlONS ANO VRlUl?JED SHAUI<:.fiOUJk:R 
.. . .. Dl<JUVA'l'lJ':!t£:01\·fPLAINT .... ·~¥ 

I, Mark E. Ferrario, Counsel for Nominal Defendant, READJNG INTERNATIONAL, 

INC., a Nevada corporation, hereby accepts service ofthe Summons and Verified Shareholder 

Derivative Complaint on behalf of said Defendant. 
"":-~-..:J~~"''..,.. 

DATED this .. £ ___ day (J.fSeptember, 2015. 

GREENBERG TRAURIG 

By: 

19082.1 

A.uorneysjor Nominal Defendanl, READING 
INTERlVATJONAL, !NC, a Nevada corporation 

2 

I 

I 
I 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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F:GBEZ~"SON 

&. A -;~,,(.lCL<\ rf;S, LLP 

1 CERTIFICATE O.F SERVICE 

2 The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

3 the gth day of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

4 SERVICE OF SUI\-1MONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOLDER DIHUVATIVE 

5 COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Comt's E-filing System 

6 i t"lx Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 
:: 
' ' 

7 ! document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service. 
! 

8 PLEASE Sl~l~ TIH~ E-SERVICE .MASTER LIST 

9 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tme and correct 

10 Dated: 

11 

12 i 

13 < 

14 I 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

'13 
""" 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 ~ 

l9iJ82, l 3 
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& A.ss::;c:.•.TE~, LLP 

1 ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/25/2015 10:06:43 AM 

' 

~j.~AtF 
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada BarNo. 8642) 

2 arobertson@arobertsonlaw. com 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 
3 32121 Lindero Canyon Road, Suite 200 

Westlake Village, Califomia 91361 
4 Telephone: (818) 851-3850 "Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAM C. ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
aanderson@pslrfirm. com · 

6 PATTI, SGRO, LE\VIS & ROGER 
720 S. 7th Street, 3rd Floor 

7 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Telephone: (702) 385-9595 "Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

Attomeys for Attorneys for Plaintiffs and 
9 Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, 

I LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 
10 business as KASE CAPITAL M.t\NAGEMENT; 

T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
11 limited partnership, doing business as KASE 

FUND; T2 QUALIFIED FUND, LP, a Delaware 
12 limited partnership, doing business as KASE 

QUALIFIED FUND; TILSON OFFSHORE 
13 FUND, LTD, a Cayman Islands exx~mpted 

company;T2 PARTNERS !viANAGENfENT I, 
14 LLC, a DeM·.v<tre Hrnhed lhibility comp<;tny~ doing 

business as KASE MANAGEMENT; T2 
15 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a 

Delaware limited liability company, doing 
16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 
17 . liability czimpnny; PACIFIC CAPITAL 

. tvfA.NAGEMENT~ LLC, a Dclawar'~ limited 
18 liability company, 

19 Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
Inc. 

20 

21 

22 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

23 JAMES J. COTTER, JR., individually and 
derivative on behalf of Reading Intemational, 

24 Inc., 

25 Plaintifl: 

26 v, 

27 MARGARET COTTER, et aL, 

28 

19095.1 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept. No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE OF 
SUlVIMONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COMPLAINT 
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ROBEI!.TliON 
& AsSOCIATl'Ji, LLP 

1 and 
=--:-:-.::~~:-==~~~ ...... ---~----{ 

2 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 

3. 

7 

8 

Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

Plaintiffs 
. . ' 

~iAROARE'r COTTER.¢ at .• 
9. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

And, 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

I, Donald A. Lattin, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, TIMOTHY STOREY, hereby accepts 

service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said 

Defet~dant ... ~-
DATED thi~1lfdayof September, 2015. 

19096.1 

BIRD, MARELLA, BOXER, WOLPERT, NESSIM, 
DROOKS, LINCENBERG & RHOW, P.C. 
Bonita D. Moore, Esq. (CA BarNo. 221479, 
pro hac vice application pending) 

Attorneys for Defendants WJLUAM GOULD and 
TIMOTHY STOREY 

2 
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ROBERTSON 
& A:<SOCIA'nlii, LLP 

1 

2 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

3 The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

4, the~ay of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCE OF 

Sl~RVICE OF SUl\tiMONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOI .. DER DERIVATIVE 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 

for Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy ofthe 

document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service. 

PLEASE SEE THE E-SERVICE !\fASTER LIST 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
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& ASSOCIATE'S, LLP 

1 ACSR 

Electronically Filed 
09/25/2015 10:04:08 AM 

' 

~j.~~ 
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON, IV (Nevada Bar No. 8642) CLERK OF THE COURT 

2 arobertson@arobertsonlaw. com 
ROBERTSON & ASSOCIATES, LLP 

3 32121 Lindero Canyon Road, Suite 200 
Westlake Village, California 91361 

4 Telephone: (818) 851-3850 "Facsimile: (818) 851-3851 

5 ADAM C. ANDERSON (Nevada Bar No. 13062) 
aanderson@psh:firm. com 

6 , PATTI, SGRO, LEWIS & ROGER 
l 720 S. 7th Street, 3rd Floor 

7 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Telephone: (702) 385-9595 " Facsimile: (702) 386-2737 

8 
Attomeys for Attomeys for Plaintiffs and 

9 Intervenors, T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, 
LP, a Delaware limited partnership, doing 

10 business as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT; 
T2 ACCREDITED FUND, LP, a Delaware 

11 limited partnership, doing business as KASE 
FUND; T2 QUALIFIED FlJND, LP, a Delaware 

12 limited partnership, doing business as KASE 
QUALIFIED FOND; TILSON OFFSHORE 

13 FUND, LTD, a Cayman Islands exempted 
company; T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT I, 

14 LLC, aDelawarelhnited liahiHtycomp&-1)\ doing 
business as KASE MANAGEMENT; T2 

15 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, doing 

16 business as KASE GROUP; JMG CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 

17 liability company; PACLFIC CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, a Delaware limited 

18 liability company, 

19 • Derivatively On Behalf of Reading International, 
Inc. 

20 

21. 

22 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COlJNTY, NEVADA 

23 JA1v1ES J. COTTER, JR., individually and 
derivative on behalf of Reading International, 

24 Inc., 

25 Plaintiff, 

26 V, 

I 27 MARGARET COTTER, et al., l 

~ . l 
28 __________________ J2~J~ndan..tfJ .... ___ . _____ . _________ J 

19096.1 

Case No. A-15-719860-B 
Dept. No.: XI 

ACCEPTANCE OF' SF:RVICE OF 
SUMMONS AND VERIFIED 

SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 
COJ\t:H)LAINT 
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RoDiil!.TSON 
& AssOCIATI!S, Ll..P 

' .. · 

1 and 

2 READING :rNTEl.tNATIONAL, iNc., a 
Nevada corporation, 

3 
Nominal Defendant. 

------····················-~=--~----! 
T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a 

4 

5 Delaware lin1ited partnership~ dd:ngbusiness 
as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT; et al., 

6 

7 

8 
vs. 

MARGARET COTTER, et al., 
9 

Defendants, 

. And, 
11 

12 READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

13 

1.4 

15 

16 

Nominal Defendant. 

17 · I, Donald A. Lattin, Esq., Counsel for Defendant, WlLLIAM GOULD, hereby accepts 

18 . service of the Summons and Verified Shareholder Derivative Complaint on behalf of said 

19 · • Det'tmdant. . . _,0 
20 DATED thl~?ifg;;, of ·september, 2015. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

. 19095.1 

BIRD, MARELLA, BOXER, WOLPERT, NESSIM, 
DROOKS. LINCENBERG & RHOW, P.C. 
Bonita D. Moore, Esq. (CA BarNo. 221479, 
pro hac vice application pending) 

Attorneys for Defendants WILLIAM GOULD and 
TIMOTHY STOREY 

2 
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2 

3, 
! 

4 

-~ 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

u 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
RO~HfG'SQN 

& A%0CIAT2S, lLl' 

CERTIFICATE O:F SERVICE 

The undersigned, an employee of Robertson & Associates, LLP, hereby certifies that on 

the25?Jay of September, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of ACCEPTANCl~ OF 

SERVICE OF SUMMONS AND VERIFIED SHAREHOLDER DERIVATIVE 

COMPLAINT by electronic service by submitting the foregoing to the Court's E-filing System 

for Electronic Service upon the Court's Service List pursuant to EDCR 8. The copy of the 

document electronically served bears a notation of the date and time of service. 

PLEASE SEE THE EooSERVICE l'VIASTER LIST 
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ACOM 
MARK G. KRUM (Nevada Bar No. 10913) 
MKrum@LRRLaw.com 
LEWIS ROCA ROTHGERBER LLP 
3993 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 600 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 
(702) 949-8200 
(702) 949-8398 fax 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
James J Cotter, Jr. 

Electronically Filed 
10/22/2015 02:30:21 PM 

' 

~j·~'"-
CLERK OF THE COURT 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEV ADA 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., derivatively on behalf 
of Reading International, Inc., 

Plaintiff, 

v . 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, 
GUY ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, DOUGLAS 
McEACHERN, TIMOTHY STOREY, 
WILLIAM GOULD, and DOES 1 through 100, 
inclusive, 

Defendants. 

and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; 

Nominal Defendant. 

-1-

CASE NO. A-15-719860-B 
DEPT. NO. XI 

CASE NO. P-14-082942-E 
DEPT. NO. XI 

Jointly administered 

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT 

[Business Court Requested: [EDCR 1.61] 

[Exempt From Arbitration: declaratory 
relief requested; action in equity] 

6696876 15 
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21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

For his derivative complaint herein, plaintiff James J. Cotter, Jr. hereby alleges the 

following: 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action arises from the intentional misconduct of a majority of the board of 

directors of Reading International, Inc. ("RDI" or the "Company"), including individuals who 

comprise a majority of the outside directors of RDI, which is a public company. In particular and 

without limitation, outside directors Edward Kane ("Kane"), Guy Adams ("Adams") and Douglas 

McEachern ("McEachern"), together with director Ellen Cotter ("EC") and "outside" director 

Margaret Cotter ("MC"), have acted to wrongfully seize control of RDI, to perpetuate that control 

and to fundamentally change and dismantle the corporate governance structures ofRDI, all to 

protect and further their personal financial and other interests, in purposeful derogation of their 

fiduciary obligations as directors of RDI. 

2. These director defendants first threatened James J. Cotter, Jr. ("JJC" or "Plaintiff') 

with termination as President and Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") of RDI in order to pressure 

him to resolve trust and estate litigation with EC and MC and to cede control ofRDI to them. 

3. Next, when JJC failed to succumb to those threats, these director defendants 

undertook a purported boardroom coup, precipitously removing JJC as President and CEO ofRDI. 

These directors did so without undertaking any semblance of a process to warrant making any 

decision regarding the status of JJC (or anyone) as President and CEO, and did so in the face of 

express admonitions by outside directors Timothy Storey ("Storey") and William Gould ("Gould") 

that the directors had failed to undertake any process that would warrant making any decision 

about the status of the President and CEO ofRDI, much less the decision to remove JJC as 

President and CEO ofRDI. For example, Gould warned the others that, because they had 

undertaken no process to warrant even making such a decision, they all could be subject to 

liability. Also by way of example, Storey called the lack of process and planned coup a "kangaroo 

court," and warned the outside directors that, "as directors we can't just do what a shareholder [, 

meaning EC and MC,] asks." Not only did these five director defendants precipitously terminate 

JJC as President and CEO ofRDI without undertaking any process, they purposefully pre-empted 
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and aborted an ongoing and incomplete process that they had put in place only approximately two 

months earlier. 

4. What each of Kane, Adams and McEachem did was to choose sides in family 

disputes between EC and MC, on one hand, and JJC, on the other hand, which disputes included 

certain trust and estate litigation commenced by EC and MC against JJC following the passing of 

their father, James J. Cotter, Sr. ("JJC, Sr."), in September 2014, as well as disputes about control 

ofRDI and whether EC and MC would report to their "little brother," who succeeded JJC, Sr. as 

CEO ofRDI, or to anyone, as a practical matter. 

5. EC and MC have at all times acted purposefully to protect and further their own 

personal financial and other interests to the detriment of RD I and all of its shareholders other than 

them, including through their pervasive and persistent self-dealing and misuse of RDI resources, 

including as alleged herein. They regularly sought, and often received, money, benefits, titles, 

positions and/or promotions they would not have received but for their status as potential 

controlling shareholders. 

6. Defendant Kane, who has a decade's long quasi-familial relationship with EC and 

MC, who call him "Uncle Ed," simply and admittedly picked sides in a family dispute, 

contemporaneously seizing the opportunity to protect and advance his own personal and financial 

interests, as well. Defendant McEachem did the same. Defendant Adams did so as well. Adams 

is financially dependent on Cotter family businesses and deals that EC and MC control. 

7. Since wrongfully seizing control ofRDI, each of EC, MC, Kane, Adams and 

Mc Each em have engaged in a systematic misuse of the corporate machinery and dismantling of 

the corporate governance structures ofRDI. They have acted to preserve and perpetuate their 

control of RDI. They have acted to further their own financial and other interests, in purposeful 

derogation of their fiduciary duties to RDI and its shareholders. 

8. Among other things, those five defendants have withheld and manipulated minutes 

of Board of Directors meetings and have withheld and manipulated board agendas and meetings. 

These defendants, together with defendant Gould, have created and/or approved fictional Board 
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